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This report focuses on a very-small Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA), the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, 
being a low-cost commercial grade Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This UAV is considered 
for commercial application due to its integrated RTK GNSS receiver and high-resolution sensor. 
Research indicates the use of very-small RPA, in particular the DJI Phantom series, with the use 
of Ground Control Points (GCPs), may be suitable for photogrammetry. 
To implement new technology into smaller organisations there is a requirement for economic 
benefit. Large organisations are currently utilising aerial photogrammetry to provide their client 
with large-scale surveys in a short duration of time. There is limited literature however with 
regards to a UAVs direct-cost and accuracy for surveying applications. The aim of this report is 
to provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the DJI Phantom 4 RTK to assist in 
determining its feasibility for implementation purposes. 
This report investigates the background information required to understand photogrammetry 
properties to enable sufficient image correlation and to provide a method to successfully create a 
photogrammetric model of acceptable accuracy given mapping standards. The methodology 
prescribed has been implemented and results stated with discussions further identifying the 
limitations of application within the surveying industry. The tested applications have been further 
analysed against more traditional surveying methods to provide a direct-cost comparison and to 
identify differences in model accuracy.  
It was found the UAVs pre-calibrated camera is insufficient for aerial photogrammetry due to 
focal shift. As a result, it was determined, the use of 2 GCPs is sufficient to constrain the cameras 
focal length during processing. From the geodetic control, at the 95% confidence level, the DJI 
Phantom 4 RTK is capable of producing a model to the limiting map accuracy of 1:100 with 0.1 m 
contours indicated. Upon further investigation, when directly comparing against more traditional 
surveying methods, the created Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) due to their spatial resolution 
contained significant error.  The main errors were located in features of vertical and rigid nature.  
Generally, when flying at altitudes of 60-80 m, it was possible to achieve a vertical accuracy of 
0.05 m at the 95% confidence level from flat or sloped surfaces with a limiting map accuracy of 
1:100 and 0.2 m contour interval. Suitable applications may include flood modelling, cut and fill 
diagrams of work-as-executed surveys and contour surveys. Where higher accuracy is required, 
design specifications should be higher or terrestrial survey may be required. 
The main economic benefit of a UAVs use however is its ability to reduce the resources required 
to perform a task and to significantly reduce the risk of personal injury. This factor alone should 
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Preamble 
The purpose of this report is to analyse the obtainable accuracy of a UAV in comparison with 
traditional surveying techniques to establish their viability within the surveying industry and 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
Surveying has evolved into the digital era. Until recent times, terrestrial surveying has been 
carried out to capture the data required to create a DTM for the analysis of existing spatial features 
and land formation. Terrestrial surveying can be time consuming, laborious and an expensive 
process depending on accessibility and the accuracy required. Common equipment used to 
perform terrestrial surveying operations to obtain spatial information includes Total Stations, 
GNSS Receivers and more recently Terrestrial Laser Scanners. The predominant limitation of 
terrestrial surveying equipment is their requirement to directly access a specific point or to be 
within its direct line-of-sight of a standpoint. The more traditional the surveying method used; the 
more time consuming and laborious the task.  
Aerial photogrammetry is traditionally used for cartography mapping and has likewise evolved 
into the digital era (Albertz & Wiedemann 1996). Aerial photogrammetry is traditionally limited 
to large-scale mapping applications (Murtiyoso et al. 2017) due to flight requirements and 
expense. More recently, the introduction of RPA platforms, commonly referred to as UAVs or 
drones, have made it possible to obtain close-range digital aerial photogrammetry. RPAs are 
suitable for smaller mapping applications given their size and payload. 
The introduction of UAVs has made it possible for surveyors to utilise digital aerial 
photogrammetry techniques to deliver quality products and services to end-users in a relatively 
short duration of time (Kršák et al. 2016). Kršák et al. (2016) suggests aerial photogrammetry is 
able to capture information with great spatial resolution, enabling more frequent sample intervals. 
The GSD determines the spatial resolution (Ali et al. 2000), whilst its point density improves a 
model’s overall accuracy (Cook 2017). The use of a UAV may increase productivity and reduce 
the associated risks and resources required to perform a task (The Survey Association 2016) given 
their ability to map areas which are otherwise inaccessible (Borgogno Mondino & Gajetti 2017). 
Aerial photogrammetry with the use of GCPs may provide an accuracy which is comparable with 
terrestrial GNSS surveying methods (Day et al. 2016; Martinez-Carricondo et al. 2018; Mikoláš 
et al. 2014; Rabah et al. 2018). Using correct techniques, it is possible for a very-small RPA to 
obtain a desired spatial accuracy (Daniello 2019; Kršák et al. 2016; Murtiyoso 2017). GCPs are 
required to constrain photogrammetry and to confirm the accuracy of spatial data obtained 




Today, large companies are using photogrammetry techniques to perform large-scale surveys, 
typically for a developer’s initial site investigation and concept designs. In doing so, they control 
the market as they are able to provide large amounts of data in a short period of time. It is not 
uncommon however for the processing of photogrammetry to be outsourced and processed 
overseas due to the extensive processing time and computer processing power required. This 
report assesses the obtainable accuracy of a low-cost UAV for its implementation into a smaller 
organisation in the attempt to reclaim this lost revenue. 
 
1.2 Project Aims and Objectives 
The Survey Association (2016) states, UAVs are a cost-effective alternative to traditional 
surveying given certain criteria. The aim of this report is to provide a qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of a UAV to assist managerial persons’ in determining their feasibility within a small to 
medium size surveying organisation. To implement new technology into smaller organisations, it 
must be cost effective and have proven advantages as smaller organisations do not have the time, 
money or resources available to venture into the unknown.  
To fulfil the aim of this report, the objectives are:  
 to review a low-cost commercial grade UAV in comparison to traditional surveying 
methods,  
 to determine best practice for capturing aerial photogrammetry,  
 to determine appropriate processing techniques,  
 to confirm mapping accuracy standards are met, and 
 to determine its feasibility for implementation within a surveying organisation. 
To assist in determining the feasibility of the UAV; its accuracy and application was assessed 
with a direct-cost comparison made. The direct-cost comparison together with the advantages and 
disadvantages of the UAVs use, assists to identify the resources required, time-spent and 
associated risks to enable managers in determining if the use of a UAV is beneficial to their 
company’s existing business structure. 
 
1.3 Project Justification 
It is currently unclear what the obtainable accuracy of a UAV is with direct relation to its 
application. To implement new technology into an organisation, particularly that of small to 




This report focuses on a very-small RPA as this type of UAV is generally of low-cost in 
comparison to larger RPA and are generally used for recreation purposes. Daniello (2019), Kršák 
et al. (2016) and Murtiyoso (2017) have identified it is possible to obtain a desirable accuracy 
using a DJI Phantom UAV. In 2018, SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. released a new version of their 
Phantom series, the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, which contains an on-board differential RTK GNSS 
receiver.  
Given it has the ability to more accurately define camera positions; the questions are:  
 How accurate is it?  
 How many GCPs are now required to achieve a desirable result?  
 What are its benefits in comparison to traditional surveying methods? 
The results together with application and direct-costs are compared to determine its feasibility for 
a commercial application. 
 
1.4 Assumptions and Limitations 
It is assumed a surveying company already has the equipment required to provide global 
positioning to the GCPs required to constrain aerial photogrammetry. This includes, but is not 
limited to; Total Stations, GNSS receivers and a CORSnet subscription. In addition, it is assumed 
a company already has public and professional liability insurance, the addition of a UAV 
operation is assumed to be negligible with this regard. 
This report is limited to a specific UAV, the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, which contains a fixed camera, 
camera orientation and payload. Different UAVs may provide alternate results given different 
specifications. Accessibility and operational consent limit the areas where a UAV may be used. 




The introduction of very-small RPAs has made it possible for surveyors to utilise photogrammetry 
techniques to obtain spatial information. This report reviews the obtainable accuracy of a UAV, 
the Phantom 4 RTK, to determine its application. The accuracy is compared to more traditional 
surveying methods to establish a better understanding and more importantly to provide a direct-
cost comparison to assist in determining its economic benefits as smaller organisations do not 




The structure of this report firstly reviews literature to identify photography elements, flight 
parameters, and processing requirements to establish the constraints of aerial photogrammetry. In 
addition, the obtainable accuracy and mapping requirements assists to determine the application 
and expected outcomes. Secondly, a procedure is described to provide a successful result to enable 
the comparison of data. Thirdly, the data is directly compared for accuracy, application and costs 
to determine the UAVs feasibility within the surveying sector. Finally, the feasibility analysis is 




Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This section reviews the fundamental information required for aerial photogrammetry with a brief 
overview of RPA platforms, accuracy requirements and feasibility factors. To enable the review 
of the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, it was necessary to firstly understand the elements of photogrammetry 
and to review the expected accuracy of the UAV to derive realistic applications for the surveying 
industry. Research was carried out to assist in determining a methodology to obtain desirable 
accuracy and to determine the UAVs feasibility in comparison to other terrestrial surveys. 
 
2.2 Terrestrial Surveying 
This is the most accurate method to capture spatial terrain data, however, this tends to be time 
consuming and labour intensive. Common equipment used for terrestrial surveying are Total 
Stations, GNSS Receivers and Laser Scanners, all of which require a control network of some 
capacity for geo-referencing and/or validation. The limitation of terrestrial surveying is its line-
of-sight, if you can’t see it or access it, it is not able to be captured. With labour, comes risk; one 
of the main focuses today within a commercial environment is the safety and methodology in 
which a task is performed, where possible, the use of remote sensing is optimised. Falls, trips and 
slips of a person are one of the top 5 causes of injuries for construction, technicians and trades 
workers (SafeWork NSW 2015). The introduction of UAV has made it possible to utilise close-
range photogrammetry in conjunction with terrestrial surveying techniques in order to provide 
safer work flows (The Survey Association 2016), particularly in the mining and construction 
sectors. 
 
2.2.1 Total Station 
A Total Station generally provides an arbitrary spatial accuracy of 0.002 m + 2 ppm linear and 
2”-5” angular (Trimble Navigation Limited 2005) using constraint methods. Accounting for 
errors, the spatial accuracy is generally in the realm of 0.005 m using calibrated non-constraint 
methods. Like all measurements, the more times an object is observed, the better its standard 
deviation.  
The limitation of a Total Station is its requirement of line-of-sight. This method of terrestrial 




To improve productivity, a one-man robotic Total Station provides the user with both control of 
the instrument and the target. Target auto-lock provides seamless data capture with little down 
time for target recognition. 
 
2.2.2 GNSS  
Differential GNSS under optimal conditions provides Network RTK positioning of 
0.008 m + 0.5 ppm RMS horizontal and 0.015 m + 0.5 ppm RMS vertical (Trimble Inc. 2018). 
Static GNSS observations are capable of achieving spatial positioning of 0.003 m + 0.1 ppm RMS 
horizontal and 0.0035 m + 0.4 ppm RMS vertical (Trimble Inc. 2018). GNSS equipment tends to 
be expensive and requires subscription to an established dial-in base network or an on-site base 
station with calibration to provide the corrections required to provide survey grade accuracy 
GNSS spatial positioning.  
Given this equipment utilises satellites to obtain positioning information, GNSS techniques 
require open sky with a good array of satellites in order to provide good positioning standard 
deviations, the longer a position is occupied, the better its spatial accuracy. PDOP is a 
measurement of geometry of which poor geometry from satellite positioning affects the spatial 
positioning accuracy. PDOP is a multiplier, if PDOP is 5, the positioning results may be 5 times 
worse than if it were 1 (Department of Lands 2007).  Closed canopy vegetation, tall structures 
and alike, makes it almost impossible to obtain positioning information, requiring integrated 
terrestrial surveying techniques to provide complete results. To improve productivity, this 
equipment may be mounted to motor vehicles in order to capture accessible terrain at a higher 
rate; this methodology may also reduce personal injury. 
 
2.2.3 Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
Terrestrial laser scanning may achieve a spatial accuracy of ±0.001 m linear and 19” angular, 
ranging up to 350 m from one stand-point (FARO Technologies Inc. 2019). This method is the 
closest in comparison to close-range photogrammetry in that terrestrial laser scanning; utilises 
control from other surveying techniques, constructs high-density point clouds, is timely to process 
and to classify points, is limited to stand-points and line-of-sight and like photogrammetry 
requires numerous stand-points in order to generate a complete model. Terrestrial laser scanning 
is deemed more accurate due to its direct measurement technique; however, its small working 
footprint creates timely acquirement for larger areas and is more appropriate to specialist 





2.3 Aerial Photogrammetry 
Aerial photogrammetry is a standard tool which is often used for large-scale mapping applications 
(Murtiyoso et al. 2017) and has evolved from graphical and analogue photogrammetry 
methodology to analytical and digital photogrammetry from the evolution of computer systems 
(Albertz & Wiedemann 1996). More recently, the introduction of micro to small RPA platforms 
have made it possible for the surveying industry to utilise close-range digital aerial 
photogrammetry to obtain spatial information. RPA platforms (Table 1) vary greatly in size and 
application. Fixed-wing platforms are limited to large areas whilst multi-rotor platforms are best 
suited to smaller areas. Their cost and accessibility have made routine surveys an ease, delivering 
quality products and services to clients in a relatively short duration of time (Kršák et al. 2016). 
 
2.3.1 Remote Piloted Aircraft 
RPA platforms vary greatly in size and weight (Table 1), all of which contain advantages and 
disadvantages with regards to payload, operation and capable flight range. Within the surveying 
industry fixed-wing and multi-rotor platforms are most common given their cost and application.  
Fixed-wing platforms have the ability to cover a large area in a short duration of time and are able 
to carry heavier payloads then multi-rotor platforms, therefore, they tend to be more expensive to 
operate. Restricted by their fight paths, they are not able to navigate through tight access areas 
and are only suited to survey large format areas (greater than 2 ha). 
Multi-rotor platforms tend to require less skilled operators (Smith 2015; SZ DJI Technology Co. 
Ltd. 2019), using smaller flight paths and landing zones. They are able to survey areas containing 
more features due to their manoeuvrability and ability to hover. Due to their lighter payload in 
comparison to fixed-wing platforms, they are best suited to smaller areas (less than 2 ha), 
however, from multiple flights they are able to cover larger areas over a longer duration of time. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of Remote Piloted Aircraft with identification of their attributes and limitations (Shi 
et al. 2016). 







Fixed-wing Conventional No Up to 14 60+ Partial\Full 22+ 





Helicopter Vertical Yes Up to 5 Up to 15 Partial\Full Up to 12 
Gas 
Helicopter Vertical Yes Up to 20 Up to 15 Partial\Full Up to 20 
Blimp Vertical Yes Up to 4.5 60+ Partial\Full Up to 2.5 
 
SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. (DJI) is a market leading company of consumer grade multi-rotor 
UAVs (Drone Industry Insights UG 2016; Joshi 2017; SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. 2019). DJI 
first developed their range of multi-rotor UAVs in 2013 known as the Phantom Series. Their 
market breakthrough however was the introduction of a three-axis gimble with an integrated 
camera and extended Wi-Fi radio connection enabling real-time viewing (Hansen 2015; Smith 
2015). 
The latest innovation of the Phantom was unveiled in 2018; integrated into its IMU, an onboard 
differential network RTK GNSS receiver. This UAV, the Phantom 4 RTK (Figure 1 & Table 2), 
is regarded suitable for the commercial market given the onboard navigation system is able to 
determine photo station positions with centimetre accurately (Kesteloo 2018). 
 
 




Table 2. DJI Phantom 4 RTK specifications, (SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. 2018). 
Category Property Characteristic 
Aircraft Weight 1391 g 
Chassis size 350 mm 
Speed Up to 16 m/sec (57.6 km/hr) 
Flight time 30 min (approximate) 
Operating temperature 0 to 40°C 
Wind speed resistance 10 m/sec (36 km/hr) 
GNSS Differential Network RTK & PPK 
Positioning accuracy 1 cm + 1 ppm (horizontally),  
1.5 cm + 1 ppm (vertically) 
Velocity accuracy 0.03 m/sec (0.1 km/hr) 
Memory External microSD up to 128 GB 
Camera Lens 24 mm wide angle (35 mm format equivalent) 
Focal length f/2.8 to f/11 
Field of view 84° 
Shutter speed 8 to 1/2000 sec (mechanical) 
Sensor 25.4 mm CMOS 
ISO range 100 to 3200 (auto),  
100 to 12800 (manual) 
Image size  4864 x 3648 ≈ 17.7 MP (4:3),  
5472 x 3648 ≈ 20 MP (3:2) 
Image format JPEG 
Gimbal -90° to +30° (range),  
3-axis (stability) 
Controller Transmission range 5 to 7 km 
Vision Real-time 
Flight planning Inbuilt software 





Daniello (2019) of Nextgen Surveying, Florida, performs cadastral identification surveys on a 
daily basis using UAVs. Daniello (2019) states, the DJI Phantom 4 RTK is a desired tool and is 





topographic maps is its standard deviation and is limited to its well-defined points (Geoscience 
Australia 2007). The FGDC (1998b) has published equations to determine the reportable 
positional accuracy of spatial data. A datasets accuracy is statistically determined by comparison 
to an independent source of higher accuracy (ASPRS 2014; FGDC 1998b; Geoscience Australia 
2007). The RMSE (Equation 1) is used to derive the statistical error of a dataset with its positional 






































Equation 1. Root Mean Square Error of spatial data; where UAV denotes the lesser order and GNSS 
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Equation 2. Root Mean Square Error at 95% confidence level for spatial data (FGDC 1998b). 
 
The FGDC (1998b) defines Class 1 planimetric accuracy limits for a standard deviation as a map 
scale of 0.00025 m (Table 4). Vertical accuracy limits are set to one-third of the contour interval 
and spot levels shown are set to one-sixth of the contour interval. Class 2 is twice those allowed 







2.3.3 Ground Control Points 
To confirm a model’s accuracy, targets of a visible GSD (Figures 2-4) are used constrain aerial 
imagery assisting with a model’s scale and coordination. Their size should be of five to ten times 
greater than the GSD with a known spatial accuracy of less than the GSD, however, not less than 
one-tenth of the GSD as this positional accuracy is not able to be detectable due to the pixel 
resolution (Pix4D 2019). GCP accuracy (Table 8) should be established based on individual 
project requirements (ASPRS 2014). 
 
 
Figure 2. Fixed centre target. Contains a fixed centre point with temporary linework; this type of target 
allows for repeatable surveys as the linework can be re-established (DroneDeploy 2017). 
 
 
Figure 3. Contrasting square target. Generally, of temporary and non-reflective in nature; usually either 





Figure 4. AeroPoints GNSS target by Propeller Aerobotics (2019). A Contrasting square target containing 
an inbuild GNSS receiver and powered by an integrated solar power system. These targets require a 
subscribed remote processing service, however, require minimal establishment (Propeller Aerobotics 
2019). 
 











Planimetric 0.050 m 0.025 m 0.050 m 0.0125 m 0.025 m 
Planimetric and 
Elevation Data 
0.050 m 0.025 m 0.025 m 0.0125 m 0.0125 m 
 
2.4 Photogrammetry Elements 
Aerial triangulation, used traditionally for cartography mapping, has been around since 1900s 
(Albertz & Wiedemann 1996; Kraus 2011; Mian et al. 2015) where GCPs are used to orientate 
the photo station position. Angular measurements are taken from a stereo pair of overlapping 
photos to determine a ground points position. In comparison with direct georeferencing 
(Figure 5), on-board GNSS and IMU record the exterior orientation parameters required to 
determine the photo station position (Mian et al. 2015; Rizaldy & Firdaus 2012). As a result, less 




station position or to improve their accuracy. Direct georeferencing still requires a stereo pair of 
overlapping photos to determine a ground point’s position. Ground position accuracy is affected 
greatly by photogrammetry elements, including: GSD, height-base ratio, photo overlap and 
camera exposure settings. 
 
 
Figure 5. Photogrammetry image control; a comparison of aerial triangulation and direct georeferencing, 
where direct georeferencing uses GCP predominately for validation purposes (Mian et al. 2015). 
 
2.4.1 Ground Sample Distance 
GSD is the spatial resolution of a pixel; the distance between the centres of two consecutive pixels 
of an image measured on the ground. The GSD is derived from the camera settings and is greatly 
affected from the altitude of the photo station (Figure 6). Photogrammetry cannot be more 
accurate than the GSD (refer to Appendix C) of an image (Propeller Aerobotics 2019; The Survey 
Association 2016); the lower the altitude, the higher the spatial resolution (Pix4d 2019). SZ DJI 
Technology Co. Ltd. (2018) has determined an approximation of the GSD for the DJI Phantom 4 
RTK given its cameras properties (Equation 3). To capture a required spatial resolution, it is 
recommended to sample at half of the GSD required (Dering et al. 2019; Propeller Aerobotics 
2019). As aerial photogrammetry is based on spatial resolution requirements, it is important to 
determine the GSD before planning a survey (Dering 2019). The expected vertical accuracy 






Figure 6. Ground Sample Distance as a function of altitude and camera parameters (Dering et al. 2019) 
 
GSD(cm/pix) Altitude(m) / 36.5  
Equation 3. Approximate Ground Sample Distance for DJI Phantom 4 RTK using model camera 
parameters (SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. 2018) 
 
2.4.2 Base-Height Ratio 
The base-height ratio is the relationship between two adjacent photo station centres and the flying 
height to produce a desired photo overlap to ensure sufficient image correlation and spatial 
resolution. Fly low enough to keep the GSD smaller than the required accuracy (Appendix C), yet 
fly high enough to reduce the photo count (Propeller Aerobotics 2019). The ratio determines the 
factor of planimetric accuracy, for instance, an air base of 40 m and flying height of 80 m is a 
ratio of 40:80 base and height respectively, equivalent to 1:2, therefore, the vertical accuracy is 
only expected to be 2 times worse than planimetric accuracy (Birch 2011).  
 
2.4.3 Photo Overlap 
The opportunity for photo overlap provides for image correlation and aerial triangulation in order 
to decipher spatial information. Mian et al. (2015) suggests ‘default’ settings are not adequate 
enough given they do not provide enough angle between the photo stations; further identifying 
this as the probable cause of error in their case study and adjustment to GCPs is necessary. 
It is best to fly at 80% forward overlap (Agisoft LCC 2018; Birch 2011; Borgogno Mondino & 
Gajetti 2017; Kršák 2016). Birch (2011) suggesting it is better to capture more photos than not 
enough as this provides a redundancy of photos to account for some photos of insufficient 




(3DFLOW S.R.L. 2019; Birch 2011; Mian et al. 2015); at 80% forward overlap, every second 
photo can be used to derive an overlap of 60% (Figure 7). Where a photo of insufficient exposure 
exists, its neighbouring photo may take its place to maintain sufficient overlap. Further, 30-40% 
side overlap (3DFLOW S.R.L. 2019, Mian et al. 2015) is required between runs between, 
however 60% side overlap is recommended (Agisoft LCC 2018; Borgogno Mondino & Gajetti 
2017; Kršák 2016). 
 
 
Figure 7. Providing residual forward overlap enables redundant imagery which may be required during 
photo processing (Birch 2011). 
 
2.4.4 Photo Exposure 
Digital Photogrammetry requires crisp images of good resolution and exposure (Figure 8), 
especially when a bundle program is utilised to automatically identify tie points to correlate 
neighbouring photos. Three camera setting elements determine the exposure of a photograph: 
ISO, Aperture and Shutter Speed, known as the exposure triangle (Figure 9). The three elements 
weigh on each other in order to achieve a photo of good exposure (Braun & Garlington 2018; 










Figure 9. The exposure triangle; a ratio of camera settings defining a photos exposure to light (O’Connor 
et al. 2017). 
 
The ISO camera setting determines the photo exposure from light sensitivity; the smaller the ISO 
setting, the crisper the image and the less noise introduced into the image. Where possible, it is 
best to use the smallest ISO setting, i.e. ISO100, to obtain the crispest image possible from the 




The Aperture camera setting changes the depth of field; altering the amount of light entering the 
lens from the extent in which the lens diaphragm opens. Generally, the middle of the aperture 
range is the best setting for a camera’s lens, enabling the sharpest photograph with a medium 
depth of field. A small aperture contains a shallow depth of field, only capturing crisp objects 
closer to the camera. A high aperture captures a wide depth of field, however, due to the amount 
of light entering requires a higher ISO setting or slower shutter speed.  
The Shutter Speed is the duration of which the shutter remains open during aperture. The longer 
the shutter is open, the more light enters the lens. A faster shutter speed freezes a fast-moving 
object, reducing motion blur. (Braun & Garlington 2018; Canon 2019; O’Connor et al. 2017)  
 
2.5 Photogrammetry Software 
Both open-source and off-the-shelf software is available for digital photogrammetry processing, 
catering for all budgets. Open-source software however generally requires a higher level of user-
input due to its open-source coding, as a result providing a lack of graphical user-interface and 
minimal streamlined workflow. Generally, for commercial purposes, open-source software is not 
used due to its time constraints and copyright issues. Additionally, off-the-shelf software tends to 
provide a more complete model by filling in areas with less image correlation (Altman et al. 
2017). 
Two off-the-shelf software brands are commonly used within the commercial sector Pix4D and 
Agisoft. They are used due to their graphical user-interface and streamlined processing routines, 
utilising structure-from-motion bundle-block adjustments and both provide a comparable 
absolute output accuracy (Day et al. 2016; Murtiyoso et al. 2017). Digital photogrammetry 
software estimates internal camera parameters from tie points during the bundle-block adjustment 
(Cook 2017; Mikoláš et al. 2014), however, when using poorer quality sensors, a calibrated 
camera is required to produce a more accurate model due to the sensors focal shift (Day et al. 
2016; Mikoláš et al. 2014; Murtiyoso et al. 2017). Digital photogrammetry software for large 
datasets requires high computing power with a minimum of 4 GB RAM, Intel i5 processor, large 
storage capacity and a dedicated graphics card (Agisoft LCC 2018; Pix4D 2019). 
Feature extraction may be achieved by manually tracing an orthomosaic image and extracting the 
elevation profile from a high-resolution DEM, this process may be done within the 
photogrammetric software or alternatively in external software such as Virtual Surveyor to 
improve efficiency. Alternatively, from exporting a model into other software such as Cloud 
Compare or QGIS, it is possible to extract features using a least-cost path solver, tracking 




2.6 Mission Planning 
To determine a sites suitability for aerial photogrammetry; one must first determine the area to be 
surveyed, level of detail required, accuracy required, site accessibility, flight restrictions and how 
the information is to be presented to the client (The Survey Association 2016). Determining the 
detail and accuracy requirements assists to determine the required GSD and flying arrangement; 
together this determines the flight duration and number of flights which may be required. 
DroneComplier (2019) provides an interactive website (Figure 10), 
<https://casa.dronecomplier.com/external> allowing users to easily determine the legislative 
requirements with regards to flight restrictions of a given location. 
 
 
Figure 10. Can I fly there (DroneComplier 2019); an interactive website and Android application 
identifying flight restrictions of UAV utilising GIS overlays and Google Map data.  
 
2.7 Feasibility Analysis 
Technical and economic issues should be considered when estimating costs related to UAV 
photogrammetry. UAVs cannot fly continuously as they suffer from atmospheric conditions, 





2.7.1 Charge-out Rates 
Borgogno Mondino & Gajetti (2017) state the best hours for flight are those when the sun is 
nadiral, in the middle of the day, therefore, we can assume there are no more than 5 optimal hours 
a UAV can operate per day. Technical limitations limit flight hours in which a single UAV may 
fly, therefore, more than one UAV may be required. Additionally, the use of a UAV is limited by 
atmospheric conditions; including rain and strong winds. Productivity may be expressed in terms 
of number of hectares per hour, as a result, a flight may be determined by dollars per hectare.  
It is worth noting, Borgono Mondino & Gajetti (2017) focuses on costs in relation to crop 
management within Italy, however, the principles outlined are relevant in determining the 
limitations of a UAV with relation to its charge-out rate. The cost is determined as the lower limit 
of real costs and excludes travel and other sundry expenses such as licencing etc., and is limited 
to its application. Factors relating to charge-out rates should include; gross cost staff rates, safety, 
licencing, insurances, depreciation, maintenance and the number of suitable days per year for a 
UAVs flight (taking into consideration suitable hours). Further, different rates may be defined for 
different spatial resolutions as determined by a factor of additional flight time per hectare. 




Although insurance is not a statutory requirement (BizCover 2017), common law enforces the 
liability to not cause sufferance or financial loss and to not do any damage to anyone or their 
property (BRIC 2008). Generally, most tender appraisals require Public Liability and Professional 
Liability insurance. 
Public Liability insurance provides for the legal liability to pay compensation towards third party 
loss or damage to property and personal injury or death (BizCover 2017; BRIC 2008; GIO 2018). 
Professional Lability insurance provides for the risk of legal liability to pay compensation towards 
actual or alleged breaches of professional duty (BRIC 2008) such as negligent acts of error or 
omission and unintentional acts infringement of intellectual property rights or loss or misuse of 
data entrusted to oneself (Business Insurance Professionals 2019). 
 
2.7.3 Weather Statistics 
To determine a charge-out rate it is important to identify the number of usable days a UAV can 
operate (Borgono Mondino & Gajetti 2017). From a statistical point of view of Inner-Western 




less non-usable days per year, in which a UAV may operate per year when taking into account 
atmospheric conditions including but not limited to; rain, wind speed and operating temperatures. 
This statistic may be regarded as the maximum number of days as wind gust information is not 
appropriately reported.  
 
Table 9. Monthly climate statistics for Prospect Reservoir, NSW (Bureau of Meteorology 2019). 
Statistic 
Element 
Mean 9am wind 
speed (km/h) for 
years 1965 to 
2010  
Mean 3pm wind 
speed (km/h) for 
years 1968 to 
2001  
Mean number of 
days ≥ 40 °C for 
years 1965 to 
2018  
Mean number of 
days of rain for 
years 1887 to 
2019  
January 7.5 12.7 0.7 10.6 
February 7 12.4 0.3 10.6 
March 7.3 12 0 11.1 
April 8 11.5 0 9.4 
May 7.7 10.3 0 8.8 
June 8 12.3 0 9.5 
July 8.1 12.4 0 7.8 
August 9.2 14.3 0 7.9 
September 9.6 15.3 0 8.4 
October 10 15.4 0 9.2 
November 8.5 14.4 0.2 9.5 
December 8.2 14.5 0.2 9.9 
Annual 8.3 13.1 1.4 112.7 
 
Given the modern award is based upon the lesser of a 38hr week (Fair Work Ombudsman 2019), 
it is appropriate to adopt a 5-day working week when determining the charge-out rate of a UAV; 
reducing the total usable days of a UAV from 250 to 178 days per year within Inner-Western 
Sydney. 
 
2.8 Related Works 
2.8.1 Cost Analysis of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Survey 
Smeaton (2015) suggests professionals are required to provide cost-effective services to the 




on a fixed-wing UAV in comparison to a survey performed by a Total Station for the purpose of 
a Detail, Contour, WAE and Volumetric survey.  
Smeaton (2015) has compared the time and theoretical costs of performing a survey (Table 10). 
This table (Table 10) identifies a UAV may provide better monetary value, however, a greater 
number of resources are required overall.  
 
Table 10. Cost Comparison of UAV and Total Station Surveys (Smeaton 2015). 
Task 
Total Station UAV Difference 
Hours Rate Cost Hours Rate Cost Hours Cost 
Planning 1 $120 $120 4 $80 $320 3 $200 
Field 8 $185 $1,480 1.5 $250 $375 -6.5 -$1,105 
Process 1.5 $120 $180 4 $80 $320 2.5 $140 
Drafting 6 $120 $720 8 $80 $640 2 -$80 
Volumes 0.5 $120 $60 1.5 $80 $120 1 $60 
Total 17   $2,560 19   $1,775 2 -$785 
 
With further analysis of this information, there is no reason why a Specialised UAV Operator is 
charged out less than a Survey Technician. When assuming their charge-out rates are comparable 
(Table 11), this information portrays a UAV may not necessarily be better value for money and 
more comparisons are required to adequately determine such a statement. Smeaton (2015) 
includes an equipment charge within the field survey charge-out rate of a UAV given its limited 
use and specific application. 
 
Table 11. Theoretical adjustment of hourly rates on Cost Comparison by Smeaton (2015). 
Task 
Total Station UAV Difference 
Hours Rate Cost Hours Rate Cost Hours Cost 
Planning 1 $120 $120 4 $120 $480 3 $360 
Field 8 $185 $1,480 1.5 $250 $375 -6.5 -$1,105 
Process 1.5 $120 $180 4 $120 $480 2.5 $300 
Drafting 6 $120 $720 8 $120 $960 2 $240 
Volumes 0.5 $120 $60 1.5 $120 $180 1 $120 





The survey by Smeaton (2015) was over a site area of approximately 3.77 ha with its aerial 
photography constraint from 6 GCP, having a mean error of 0.005 m and GSD of 0.0358 m. The 
flight parameters used were 60% forward overlap and 40% side overlap, flown in a hatched 
pattern. Using feature extraction techniques; the comparable accuracy by average was of 
± 0.019 m horizontally and ± 0.044 m vertically on hardstand areas from 10 samples, ± 0.046 m 
vertically on natural ground from 6 samples and ± 0.08 m on vegetated ground from 4 samples.  
Although the distribution of GCP has not been specified, it would appear Smeaton (2016) has 
achieved the accuracies stipulated by Martinez-Carricondo et al. (2018) of 1.5 GCP / ha using 
aerial triangulation methods. 
Smeaton (2015) concludes, a UAV doesn’t offer substantial benefit to the surveyor due to the 
limitation of feature extraction and point information for engineers, architects and alike. Given 
their limitation, UAVs may not be suitable for detail and WAE surveys, however, contour and 
volumetric surveys are their best use. Their main benefit is for providing topographical contours 
and orthomosaic imagery as they are easily interpreted by non-spatial scientists. 
 
2.8.2 Effect of Flight Parameters of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Surveys 
Redding (2016) performed a comparison between aerial photogrammetry performed with a UAV 
and a terrestrial laser scan. Although his study failed to integrate terrestrial photogrammetry with 
aerial photogrammetry in order to generate a more accurate 3D model; he identified that both 
camera orientation and flying altitude has an adverse effect on the obtainable accuracy of a UAV. 
Prior to flight, Redding (2016) suggested portrait camera orientation may provide an 
improvement on the obtainable accuracy in comparison to landscape camera orientation. 
Additionally, flying at lower altitudes may improve the obtainable accuracy, likely due to having 
a smaller GSD.  
Redding (2016) utilised a multi-rotor UAV over a site area of approximately 1.3 ha with its aerial 
photography constraint from 6 GCP, having a mean error of 0.009 m and GSD of 0.013 m. The 
flight parameters used were 80% forward overlap and 60% side overlap, flown at an altitude of 
50 m. 
Redding (2016) concluded; the obtainable accuracy from camera orientation does not differ 
significantly, however, portrait camera orientation does have marginal improvement where 
structures and significant vegetation exists. The accuracy of results portrayed are generally 
comparable with a terrestrial laser scanner. From 5 sample areas, Redding (2016) obtains an 





Although from the use of close-range aerial photogrammetry, a UAV can provide desirable 
accuracy, there is little information on the advantages of direct georeferencing and its requirement 
of GCPs. A reduction of time-spent in the field, due to the typical difference in charge-out rates 
between field and office work, may make a UAV a more viable option. 
Further investigation is required to derive an appropriate charge-out rate by way of comparing 
accuracy and application against technical and economic issues to determine if a UAV is a feasible 
piece of equipment for implementation into a small to medium surveying organisation. 
Given the advances in technology, it is critical to compare how these advances affect the 
obtainable accuracy and time taken to obtain such accuracy; particularly in that of low-cost 






Chapter 3 – Methodology 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the methodology used to derive the results obtained in determining the 
feasibility of a UAV for a surveying company. Prior to implementation within an organisation, it 
is important to first determine if a UAV may provide the accuracy required and to ensure there is 
some benefit to its use i.e., an improvement to the productivity or safety of performing a specific 
task, providing the required accuracy and deliverables are capable of being met. 
 
3.2 Study Area 
The subject site for this report is located at 9 Gregory Hills Drive, Gledswood Hills 2557 NSW, 
being Lot 47 in Deposited Plan 1250327. The part of the area investigated is an area of 
approximately 9 ha (Figure 11). The area was segmented into two to assist with analysing 
different features of aerial photogrammetry.  
Area 1 consists of a newly developed riparian corridor; this area was modelled with high detail 
and compared directly against traditional surveying methods with regards to its point cloud data. 
Area 2 consists of a natural surface on gradient and concrete hardstand area; this area was 
primarily analysed to identify accuracy and processing techniques. A larger array of GCPs were 
scattered over the area using a stratified distribution. 
 
 
Figure 11. Area of site investigation, 9 Gregory Hills Drive, Gledswood Hills 2557 NSW, being Lot 47 in 




3.2.1 Site Accessibility 
As aerial photogrammetry is restricted to its line-of-sight, it is crucial to determine if a sites 
features are appropriate for aerial photogrammetry. Limitations include significant amounts of 
vegetation and tall structures. Additionally, statutory requirements (Appendix B) limit the use of 
a UAV; including the requirement of licencing and exclusion from restricted areas. Within 
Sydney’s metropolitan area there are a large number of restriction zones; predominately 
aerodromes and military operations where appropriate licencing and consent may be required. 
 
3.2.2 Consent 
Permission is required to be obtained from any relevant land owners (Appendix F) and/or statutory 
authorities. Currently, to fly a UAV for commercial purposes under the excluded category, one 
must first obtain an ARN number and notify CASA at least 5 business days before flying. To fly 
outside CASAs standard operating conditions, one must hold a Remote Pilot’s Licence. This 
report is restricted to operation under the standard operating conditions. 
 
3.2.3 Mission Planning 
To determine a mission plan, it is important to understand the design specifications and accuracy 
required. Aerial photogrammetry accuracy may be estimated from a desired GSD and base-height 
ratio (Appendix C) as this determines the minimum specification for any flight. The literature in 
Chapter 2 recommends to fly with sufficient photo redundancy in the case of insufficient photo 
exposure as it is impractical to recapture photos after the mission has been performed. Appendix 
C identifies forward overlap as the dominant constraint of aerial triangulation when using a 
landscape camera orientation. Given flying height constrains the expected accuracy; to increase 
the air base, overlap may be reduced during post-processing from photo selection. Missions 
should be flown at 80% forward overlap and 60% side overlap to provide sufficient overlap and 
redundancy. To achieve an accuracy of 0.05 m, a flying height of 60 m is to be used (Appendix 
C). 
After the design accuracy specifications are calculated; it is important to determine the flight path 
to calculate the number of photos required and flight duration (Figures 12 & 13). Maintaining the 
same take-off, home point and landing area provides optimal flight paths. Flight speed should be 
slower to reduce the effect of motion blur. Distance shooting mode allows for evenly distributed 
photo station positions. The camera settings allow to change photo ratio, white balance, gimble 
angle, shutter priority and distortion correction. To provide ideal photo exposure, unique camera 




at the time. More generic settings may be input during flight planning; it is best to utilise the entire 
CCD with a ratio of 3:2 and -90° gimbal angle for nadiral flight. Shutter priority should be set 
around 1/800” to enable higher aperture and lower ISO capturing non-distorted imaging for best 
use in photogrammetry software. Advanced settings allow the user to define photo overlap and 
site margin settings. An automatic margin setting ensures the planned area is captured sufficiently, 
whilst a manual setting limits the flight paths to the set perimeter. 
 
 
Figure 12. Area 1 flight planning using DJI's onboard GS RTK flight planning application. 
 
 




It is recommended to check atmospheric forecasts prior to site attendance as UAVs can only 
operate under optimum conditions. There are approximately 178 of optimal days per year. To 
maximise the achievable investment yield of a UAV, one should extend the timeframe for 
deliverables and process during less optimum conditions (downtime). 
 
3.2.4 Risk Assessment 
As part of any business activity, particularly where people or property may be injured or damaged, 
it is important to perform risk assessments to ensure safe working practices (see also Appendix 
E). If it is not safe, it would be negligent to proceed. As part of any task where there is a possibility 
of injury or damage, it is recommended to obtain liability insurance for such actions. Although 
one may intend on operating within specified operating conditions; humans make mistakes and 
technology, built by humans, may have glitches.  
To provide safe operating procedures, it is ideal to cordon off the flight area or at least the take-
off and landing area. Should a flight path contain multiple flights, the battery levels in particular 
should be monitored to ensure at any time, a UAV can make it back to the home point, preventing 
possible injury or damage as a result from an emergency landing or operation failure. 
 
3.2.5 Ground Control 
After the flight path is calculated and prior to flight; it is important to plan where and how many 
GCPs are required, to ensure the minimum accuracy requirements are met. GCPs are required to 
be placed at specific locations with clear aerial visibility and at a desired frequency around the 
survey area. This is to provide for sufficient aerial triangulation and to ensure an accuracy statistic 
is able to be derived from the created model. GCPs are to be in the order specified within Chapter 
2 with a known spatial accuracy of better than the required and less than the GSD.  
A recommended number of 25 ICPs are to be used at a recommended spacing of at least 10% of 
the diagonal site distance. For the purpose of this report, contrasting 0.305 m2 black and white 
vinyl floor tiles are used, located using a terrestrial RTK GNSS receiver using corrections from a 
local CORS network at a minimum of 3-minute observations with a calibrated 2 m range pole 





3.2.6 Flight Motion 
Prior to take off a pre-flight safety audit is required to ensure propellers are tight, the is battery 
secure and all packaging is removed which may disrupt operation. In some instances, consent 
may be obtained to operate within 30 m of people, however, operation may not be less than 15 m. 
It is suggested that flight parameters include a redundancy in the event communication ceases, in 
this instance, the UAV is to automatically return-to-home. In addition, the return-to-home 
operation should be set at an altitude not less than the minimum ground cover in relation to the 
take-off area to provide for obstacle avoidance. 
During flight, it is imperative to maintain visual contact of the UAV, to be aware of its 
surroundings, to keep an eye on battery levels and if required, to land immediately. 
 
3.3 Photogrammetric Processing 
This section focuses on the processing of digital aerial imagery using Agisoft Metashape, 
however, the general structure may be similar throughout other software packages. It is important 
to note; the processing of digital photogrammetry may provide individual results every time given 
the black-box nature of structure-from-motion bundle-block adjustments made by 
photogrammetry software. 
 
3.3.1 Project Initialisation  
Upon opening a new project, it is important to firstly set the projects coordinate system 
parameters, this includes the projects datum and geoid. The properties of the project may differ 
to imported material; due care should be taken. 
Using the reference settings of the reference toolbar: 
1. Set the projects coordinate system; in this case the project parameters is set to 
GDA94/MGA56 and AusGeoid09 respectively, being Western-Sydney’s local 
projection. 
2. Set the camera reference coordinate system; in the case of the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, 
camera locations are recorded in geographical coordinates WGS84. 
3. Set the GCP marker reference coordinate system; it is desirable to have the GCP in the 
projects coordinate system to reduce manipulation of data and possible errors. In this case 




4. Set the known type of camera rotation angles and assumed camera and GCP measurement 
accuracies. In this case, the DJI Phantom 4 RTK embeds yaw, pitch and roll angles and 
RTK camera accuracy into the captured image metadata. 
5. Enter the Capture Distance (required for oblique imagery). 
 
3.3.2 Import Images 
To import photos, from the Workflow menu select either: 
1. add photos, to add an individual or selection of photos, or 
2. add folder, to add a group or groups of photos. This method may be appropriate when 
there are multiple chunks to be processed individually, for sections where different flying 
heights are used. Chunks may be merged at a later stage. 
After images are imported, image quality is to be assessed. Using the photo toolbar, select 
estimate image quality and remove images of poor exposure typically with a value less than 0.5. 
Further, to reduce overlap, every second image is to be used to reduce the captured 80% forward 
overlap to a desired 60% overlap to increase the aerial triangulation accuracy. Cameras may be 
disabled, deleted or not imported in the first instance.  
Images imported are to be converted to the project’s coordinate system using the convert function 
of the reference toolbar. 
 
3.3.3 Import Camera Calibration 
For best results, a calibrated camera is required. When using direct georeferencing, the more 
accurate the known parameters, the more accurate the result. 
To import camera calibration; select camera calibration from the tool’s menu and load camera 
calibration file or input known parameters. Camera calibration parameters for the DJI Phantom 4 
RTK are obtainable from the XMP section of the captured image EXIF properties. To view these 
properties, open the image using a simple text editor. 
 
3.3.4 Align Photos 
Photos are aligned using the align photos function of the workflow menu. Accuracy settings may 
be altered depending on time constraints and accuracy requirements. Photos may be realigned 
after GCP markers have been identified to improve positioning. As direct georeferencing is 




preselection and adaptive camera model fitting enabled. This enables the automatic selection and 
refinement of camera parameters during processing. 
The photo alignment function generates a sparse point cloud, the model’s accuracy may be 
improved by removing outliers using the gradual selection tool from the model menu. At this 
point tie points and survey statistics may be reviewed from the tools menu in addition to the error 
statistics of camera positions from the reference toolbar to review photo correlation. Poorly 
correlated photos may be a result of poor constraints or exposure; manual tie points may be 
required or the photo disregarded with its adjoining camera enabled with the imagery re-aligned. 
 
3.3.5 Import Ground Control Points 
To import GCPs, select import from the reference toolbar; text or CSV files are accepted: 
1. Select the appropriate file from the explorer pop-up menu. In this case a CSV file is to be 
used 
2. Set the known coordinate system of the GCPs. In this case GDA94/MGA56/AusGeoid09 
is to be used. 
3. Enter the file import format; Label (point number), Easting, Northing, Altitude (known 
AHD level). 
4. As markers are not present, select ‘yes’ to create new markers. 
If required, markers are to be converted to the projects coordinate system using the convert 
function from the reference toolbar. 
 
3.3.6 Control Point Identification 
After photos have been initially aligned; GCPs may be identified within individual photos. This 
is done by selecting an individual GCP marker from the reference toolbar, right-mouse button and 
filtering photos by markers. 
Photos containing the GCP markers location are identified within the photo’s toolbar. To select 
an individual photo, double-left mouse button on the desired image. The GCP marker location is 
identified on the screen, to optimise its location, select the marker and holding the left-mouse 
button, drag the marker to the correct location. This process should be done to a desirable photo 
resolution. The sampled resolution should be equal or less than the correlation value used to 
determine the expected height value. This process is of utmost important and skill; the more 




As direct georeferencing has been used, photo re-alignment may not be necessary, however, to 
improve a model’s accuracy; after GCPs have been identified, a desired frequency and 
distribution of GCPs may be checked within reference toolbox. To constrain the camera locations 
from the checked GCPs, camera optimisation may be performed using the optimise camera 
function from the reference toolbar. After camera positions are optimised, photos may be 
realigned. GCPs which had not been checked remain as ICPs; in the case of direct georeferencing, 
no control points are to be checked. Statistical errors are displayed within the reference toolbar 
and may be visually displayed from the survey statistics function of the tools menu. 
 
3.3.7 Build Dense Point Cloud 
This process, of the automated processing components, is the most time consuming. It is worth 
noting; depending on the deliverables and accuracy required, a dense point cloud may not be 
required. For instance, a DEM may be produced using the sparse point cloud; contour lines and 
an orthomosaic image may be created from the DEM. 
To create a more accurate model, once the model is constraint and its indicated accuracy is 
acceptable, a dense point cloud may be created. Select build dense cloud from the workflow menu 
and enter the desired quality settings. Higher quality provides a greater number of points and 
endures longer processing times. Mild advanced options are recommended to improve mesh 
construction of important features. 
 
3.3.8 Classify Dense Point Cloud 
To differentiate a DTM from a DSM, after the dense point cloud has been created, ground points 
are to be classified to remove structures and vegetation. An array of functions are available within 
the dense cloud section of the tool’s menu.  
The classify ground points function, automatically detects points of a maximum angle over a 
maximum distance within a specified radius. The classify points function, automatically detects 
points within a preconfigured environment of a set confidence level. Another useful tool may be 
to select points by colour depending on the scene. 
 
3.3.9 Build 3D Mesh 
Although a mesh may be created from a sparse point cloud, it would be unorthodox to generate a 
mesh of a DSM given the likely end-user requirement of determining cut and fill volumes. Rather, 




Using the build mesh function from the workflow menu, set the desired quality settings and from 
the advanced dropdown menu, select the ground classified point class. This process, provided 
interpolation is enabled, fills in the gaps within point cloud and generate a 3D mesh forming the 
DTM.   
 
3.3.10 Build Model Texture 
To provide better visual quality to the mesh, model texture controls the overlapping and model 
blending parameters of pixels over overlapping photos. This process also enables the application 
of colour calibration to the model if required. 
Using the build texture function from the workflow menu, select a desired blending option. 
Adaptive orthophoto splits the object surface into flat and vertical regions to maintain accurate 
texture. Average blending uses a weighted average of all overlapping pixels.  
 
3.3.11 Build Tiled Model 
To recreate a better visual model, a tiled model recreates the 3D scene for best visual 
representation. Tiles are created to improve viewing performance. 
Using the build tiled model from the workflow menu, select an appropriate data source. Where a 
mesh has been created; this option keeps the detail of a detailed mesh. The minimum pixel 
resolution is indicated. This process is the timeliest. 
 
3.3.12 Create Digital Elevation Model 
A DEM is an orthometric product which provides the depth map required to generate contour 
lines. Using the build DEM function of the workflow menu, select the appropriate geographical 
projection, in this case GDA94/MGA56/AusGeoid09, select the dense point cloud source data 
using only the ground classified point class. A DEM created using the dense point cloud has a 
resolution of twice the GSD. 
To generate a higher quality DEM; the mesh or tiled model may be selected rather the dense point 
cloud source data, with interpolation disabled. This improves the resolution to the equivalent of 
the GSD of the tiled model and may be preferable when sharp vertices are contained within the 





3.3.13 Create Orthomosaic Aerial Image 
An orthophoto may be created from the generated DEM or Mesh surface. A mesh surface provides 
more precise results. 
To generate an orthophoto, using the build orthomosaic function from the workflow menu, select 
the appropriate geographical projection, in this case GDA94/MGA56/AusGeoid09, select the 
appropriate source data, blending properties and pixel resolution desired. The minimum pixel 
resolution is indicated. 
 
3.3.14 Quality Report 
For georeferenced projects, a quality report may be automatically generated. This report may be 
generated after the alignment process. Select the generate report function from the export options 
within the file menu. This report includes the following data were available: orthomosaic sketch, 
survey data, camera calibration, camera positioning, control point errors, DEM sketch and the 
processing parameters used at all stages. 
 
3.4 Data Analysis 
It is important to ensure the accuracy of the results of aerial photogrammetry meet the required 
mapping accuracy standards. In addition, when implementing new technology; it is important to 
directly compare data sets to obtain a greater understanding of where the accuracy is not achieved. 
 
3.4.1 Accuracy Analysis of Aerial Photogrammetry 
The quality report processed using Agisoft Metashape displays the calculated errors of camera 
and control point locations stating their RMSE errors. These errors are to be assessed using the 
formula and tables as specified in Section 2.3.2 of this report for any given map scale.  
If its mapping accuracy is met, it is beneficial for feasibility purposes to be additionally compared 
against more traditional methods directly. If its accuracy is not met, it suggests its application 
may not be suitable. 
 
3.4.2 Comparison of Aerial Photogrammetry 
An additional comparison against more traditional methods assists to identify locations where 




of well-defined points or for a more in-depth analysis by exporting and overlay using a direct-
point comparison method. 
For the purpose of comparing against more traditional methods, this report focuses on the latter 
method of overlaying models. This method provides a more complete analysis rather than a 
randomised sample approach. A comparison is made by exporting the photogrammetric mesh or 
DEM and imported into third-party software. It is important that both datasets, photogrammetric 
and terrestrial surveys, are of the same coordinate system and constraints for optimal comparison. 
Using the generated mesh or DEM of aerial photogrammetry reduces the data intensity whilst 
maintaining its integrity. From the point information, a height difference file is created by 
overlaying the point data over the mesh or DEM. This height difference file is statistically 
analysed as a whole to identify overall vertical accuracy and as a part to identify local vertical 
errors and their probable cause. The software anticipated to be used to compare the 
photogrammetric models include Landmark and Virtual Surveyor; statistical analysis will be 
performed using Microsoft Excel. 
 
3.5 Implementation Feasibility 
It is important from a surveyor’s perspective to compare the result of aerial photogrammetry 
against more traditional surveying methods. More importantly, to compare its advantages and 
disadvantages to determine if its feasibility is of some worthwhile benefit. 
 
3.5.1 Application Analysis 
It is important to identify advantages, disadvantages and where a UAVs accuracy was met for 
given applications. This analysis is to assist in determining a UAVs suitability within a surveying 
organisation to provide for further economic analysis. The following criteria may assist in 
identifying a UAVs strengths and weakness; 
 Application: flood mapping, contour survey, WAE survey and volumetric survey. 
 Advantages: risk assessment, resource management (including time and staffing) and 
areas otherwise inaccessible. 
 Disadvantages: local flight restrictions, licencing requirement and resource allocation. 





3.5.2 Cost Analysis 
There are two main reasons for feasibility purposes why costs are important to analysis. Firstly, 
a profession whom serves the public is to provide services at a reasonable rate and not unjust. 
Secondly, it is important to compare costs related to each survey to determine an applicable unit 
charge-out rate due to its limited use. It may not be feasible for a small to medium size company 
to implement new technology unless it provides some benefit to the company.  
This comparison compares the time spent for each task to identify resource availability and 
possible monetary benefit. 
 
3.5.3 Charge-out Rate 
Given a UAV has significant limitations to its use and provides services which are otherwise 
usually not available; it may be deemed as a specialist piece of equipment, therefore, a unitary 
charge-out rate for the equipment is able to be charged providing there is some benefit to its use.  
This charge-out rate may provide the difference in cost analysis due to resource availability 
benefits or its specialist application i.e. orthoimagery is required. In addition, as a financial 
investment, a rate-of-return may be calculated to assist with feasibility decision making.  For the 
purpose of determining a charge-out rate, it is assumed days without rain consists of 5 hours and 
the minimum number of capable days flown are 178 days per year. 
 
3.6 Assumptions and Limitations 
Although due care has been taken, due to technical inexperience of photography and 
photogrammetry elements, the methodology adopted may not be best practice. Further 
investigation may be required to ensure appropriateness of its content.  
For the purpose of analysing a UAV, this report is limited to flying under the Excluded RPA 
category outlined within the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 and accordingly, an 
appropriate site to fly. For the purpose of a direct-cost analysis; approximate monetary values are 
used as monetary value varies due to personal circumstances. An approximate hourly rate has 







To achieve a desired result, it is critical to firstly calculate the required GSD and base-height ratio. 
After which, it is important to determine the flight path to calculate the duration, number of photos 
and required number of flights, additionally, the desired position of GCPs required to calculate a 
mapping accuracy. 
From the expected height accuracy, Appendix C, the 90% and 95% confidence level indicate it is 
not feasible to use the DJI Phantom 4 RTK for aerial photogrammetry where accuracy 
requirements are below 0.1 m as confidence levels below this limit are not practical to ascertain. 
At a flying height of 40 m, the expected height accuracy at 95% confidence level is 0.054 m. For 
larger sites, where the UAV is of most benefit, it is not practical to fly at this altitude. A correlation 
accuracy factor is to be reviewed to possibly provide more accurate expected results.  
To achieve an accurate photogrammetric model, it is important to correctly initialise the project, 
use appropriate reduction setting and to take care when classifying the ground points. GCPs are 
to be used to statistically evaluate the model’s accuracy. To further clarify the model accuracy to 
determine appropriate application within the surveying industry, the created photogrammetric 
DEM is to be compared against more traditional survey methods to better understand model 
inaccuracy. 
The statistical result assists to determine the suitable applications, where a direct-cost analysis is 





Chapter 4 – Results 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This section outlines the key findings of the DJI Phantom 4 RTK for use in digital aerial 
photogrammetry. The results are to assist to determine its accuracy, application and feasibility for 
implementation.  
 
4.2 Photogrammetric Control 
A model created from aerial photogrammetry is only as accurate as its ground control and image 
correlation. An aim of this report was to establish the working accuracy of the DJI Phantom 4 
RTK. In doing so, minimal ground control was used during the processing of the photogrammetric 
model, rather, the model was constraint predominately from the IMUs direct georeferencing. The 
ground control was predominately used only to verify the model’s accuracy.  
 
4.2.1 Ground Control 
To confirm the accuracy of the aerial photogrammetry (Figure 14), contrasting square 0.305 m2 
black and white vinyl floor tiles were used, pinned down in the centre using a galvanised nail. 
Targets were constrained using differential GNSS RTK methods (Figure 15) of 3-minute 









Figure 15. Ground control target constraint by GNSS (captured 07/08/2019) 
 
4.2.2 Camera Calibration 
Focal shift was found to be an issue with the DJI Phantom 4 RTK; this is likely due to its small 
sensor size as indicated within the literature review. As a result, the camera calibration stored 
within the image metadata was found to be insufficient for correlation of aerial photogrammetry. 
It was determined the use of 2 GCPs is sufficient to constrain the focal length, whilst adaptive 
camera model fitting optimises the alternate internal camera orientations derived from the photos 
direct georeferencing during the photo alignment phase. 
 
4.3 Case Study – Area 1, 80 m Altitude 
Area 1 consisted of an area developed as a riparian corridor for overland drainage. This area was 
modelled and compared against more traditional surveying methods with regards to its point cloud 






4.3.1 Aerial Photogrammetry 
Using the DJI Phantom 4 RTK’s direct georeferencing, an average total camera location error of 
0.009 m was obtained (Figure 16) from adaptive camera model fitting, using 2 GCPs to constrain 
the cameras focal length and processed using 60% forward overlap. 
 
 
Figure 16. Area 1, 60% forward overlap camera locations and alignment error. 
 
4.3.2 Statistical Analysis 
A summary of the results (Table 12) shows at the 95% confidence level, the geodetic control met 
the planimetric accuracy of 0.034 m and vertical accuracy of 0.041 m from 27 ICPs. Further, the 
vertical accuracy met the 95th percentile at 0.041 m, although this statistic may be disregarded as 
the site was not vegetated. The sample variance and standard deviation show good correlation. 








4.4.1 Aerial Photogrammetry 
Using the DJI Phantom 4 RTK’s direct georeferencing, an average total camera location error of 
0.007 m was obtained (Figure 17) from adaptive camera model fitting, using 2 GCPs to constrain 
the cameras focal length and processed using 60% forward overlap. 
 
 
Figure 17. Area 2, 60% forward overlap camera locations and alignment error at 60 m altitude. 
 
4.4.2 Statistical Analysis 
A summary of the results (Table 15) shows at the 95% confidence level, the geodetic control met 
the planimetric accuracy of 0.026 m and vertical accuracy of 0.028 m from 64 ICPs. Further, the 
vertical accuracy met the 95th percentile at 0.024 m, although this statistic may be disregarded as 
the site was not vegetated. The sample variance and standard deviation show good correlation. 













Although focal shift was found to be an issue with the DJI Phantom 4 RTK, it was determined 
the use of 2 GCPs is sufficient to constrain the sensors focal length during the photogrammetric 
photo alignment process together with adaptive camera modelling of the units direct 
georeferenced locations. 
Although confidence levels were not used when determining the projects accuracy specification; 
from the geodetic control, it was seen the RMSE was able to be met given design flight 
parameters. When directly comparing traditional topographical surveys to the models DEM 
however, it was evident the model’s overall accuracy contained planimetric errors due to its 
elevated rigid structures and high DEM spatial resolution. 
Generally, from 60-80 m flying altitude, it was possible to achieve a vertical accuracy of 0.05 m 
from areas containing flat or sloped surfaces. Such accuracy may be suitable for flood modelling, 
cut and fill diagrams of work-as-executed surveys and contour surveys. Where higher accuracy 
is required, design specifications should be higher or terrestrial survey may be required. 
It is clear the use of a UAV is feasible for an organisation whom routinely performs surveys of a 
particular magnitude. This not only provides increased revenue and alleviates resource smoothing 






Chapter 5 – Discussions 
 
5.1 Introduction 
It’s not always black and white. The task of working out best processing techniques to obtain 
consistent results was not easy given the units young age to the market and novice experience. 
DJI states their camera is pre-calibrated, however, due to its small sensor size, focal shift was 
present and the imbedded camera calibration of the photo metadata was found to be insufficient 
for the use in photogrammetry. 
Given the time-consuming part of photogrammetry is its processing; a lot of time was spent doing 
re-work in an attempt to achieve consistent and adequate results. When I thought I was on a 
winner, something else was not adequate. This shows GCPs are still required when using direct 
georeferencing in order to verify the model’s accuracy meets the projects specifications. 
Providing the flight planning and field techniques are correctly executed, a model’s accuracy can 
be manipulated during processing to provide an adequate result, however, the flight planning 
implemented limits the achievable result no matter what processing methods are used. 
Vertical rigid structures are the most probable cause of error; to overcome such, manual 
processing in third-party applications is required to obtain a more accurate representation of the 
real world. Alternatively, different flight patterns and overlap may be considered depending on 
the project specifications and application. Statistically, the results indicate ground points are of 
good accuracy with rigid structures such as vertical walls and kerb lines containing the greatest 
source of error. Vertical error of rigid structures is primarily caused by planimetric error and the 
high spatial resolution of the photogrammetric DEM. 
 
5.2 Photogrammetric Control 
The DJI Phantom 4 RTK is targeted towards a commercial market due to its ability of direct 
georeferencing and its pre-calibrated camera. Initial processing attempts were undertaken using 
only the unit’s provided metadata to reconstruct a scene, however, in doing so not all photos 
aligned and RMSE was poor when comparing against ICPs.  
Determined to obtain a result without using GCPs during processing, a case study (Area 2) was 
established, flown at an altitude of 60 m to ascertain camera calibration parameters with the hope 
this calibration would additionally be sufficient and provide only a marginal scalar error when 




exceeded the expected accuracy. As a result, an averaged camera calibration was determined 
which provided an averaged result from flying at both altitudes when comparing against the ICPs. 
 
5.2.1 Ground Control 
Due to availability, contrasting square 0.305 m2 black and white vinyl floor tiles were used, 
pinned down in the centre using a galvanised nail; the targets used were of a glossy finish. 
Generally, the targets were clearly visible from all photos with an occasional glared target which 
the centre could still be determined from a lower screen resolution during processing. The addition 
of pink flagging tape below the galvanised nail assisted to identify the central position in some 
instances. On repeat surveys, as the vinyl targets are porous, when disturbed the nail remained in 
place with the flagging tape still being visible within the imagery. Disturbed targets however were 
ignored during repeat surveys for the purpose of this report. Within Area 2, 9 of the targets were 
measured twice with the mean measurement being adopted, these targets were used to ascertain 
camera calibration during processing. 
 
5.2.2 Camera Calibration 
From processing Area 1, it was determined, the factory camera calibration is sufficient for aerial 
photogrammetry and GCPs are required to obtain any reasonable vertical accuracy. Area 2, was 
established to determine the camera calibration parameters and to confirm the accuracy from 
different flying heights. As the literature review identified, small sensors contain focal shift; this 
was evident with the DJI Phantom 4 RTK. From observation during processing, the focal length 
and coordinates of the principle point change with altitude (Table 21). As an effort to overcome 
such variation, an averaged camera calibration was derived in an attempt to create a mean result 
for consistent workings of different altitudes.  
 
Table 21. DJI Phantom 4 RTK camera calibration parameters identifying sensor focal shift; derived from 
a stratified distribution of 9 GCPs over a site area of 2 ha. 









Metadata 5472 (design) 3648 (design) 3654.575 5.34 15.72 
60 m Altitude 5472 3648 3645.199 5.908 24.481 
80 m Altitude 5472 3648 3639.982 6.062 24.337 





The averaged camera calibration appeared on face value to provided good correlation during the 
photo alignment phase when processing images from altitudes of both 60 m and 80 m, however, 
mapping accuracy standards were not met in some instances. To overcome such, it was 
determined from different processing methods (Figures 19 & 23); the use of 2 GCPs to constrain 
the focal length and the adaptive modelling of the direct georeferenced camera positions to 
constrain the alternate internal camera orientations during processing is most beneficial.  
That being said, depending on the application, an averaged camera calibration may still be 
desirable. Using the direct georeferenced photos and an averaged camera calibration, initial 
processing results indicate the obtainable planimetric and vertical accuracy is approximately 
0.02 m and 0.04 m respectively. However, when fixing the focal length using only 2 GCPs, the 
obtainable planimetric and vertical accuracy is reduced to approximately 0.02 m on both plains. 
The use of an averaged camera calibration may be suitable for initial site investigations or flood 
modelling where undulating terrain may exist. Later, from the initial DSM a flight pattern may 
be flown to follow the terrains undulations to obtain greater accuracy as required. In my opinion 
it may be better to fly with an averaged calibration to provide consistency throughout an 
undulating model; relying more on the camera positioning obtained from direct georeferencing 
rather GCPs and aerial triangulation. This may provide faster and more consistent results. 
 
5.3 Case Study – Area 1 
Area 1 was flown prematurely; in that it was flown with having only a limited knowledge to 
achieving a satisfactory accuracy with regards to flight and processing. This area was 
predominately flown to compare photogrammetric model accuracy against a terrestrial survey to 
obtain both accuracy and cost comparisons. 
 
5.3.1 Aerial Photogrammetry 
Taking the advice from the UAV supplier; this area was flown using a distorted image setting as 
they believed this setting provided more accurate results during their own testing of the unit 
having limited commercial testing available due to the UAVs young age to the market. 
As the literature review suggested; aerial triangulation using a larger air-base from the reduction 
of photo overlap during processing may provide an improvement to the obtainable vertical 
accuracy (Figure 19). Area 1 was processed initially using the captured 80% forward overlap as 
suggested from Agisoft, however, when processed using 60% forward overlap, improvements of 


















During the automated flight operation, an encounter was made with a crow to which the flight 
was cancelled with evasive manoeuvres performed prior to returning home. The mission was 
resumed once battery levels were confirmed and the bird was no longer present. This both 
confirms the requirements of line of sight and emergency response protocols whilst operating a 
UAV. Should the bird have struck the UAV, the UAV would have likely crashed, possibly causing 
damage to the unit, other people’s property or personal injury. To provide assurance against 
possible loss, adequate insurances should be held prior to operation. 
A limitation of photogrammetry is the point cloud intensity required to provide an accurate model. 
Large computer processing power is often required to navigate such large and complex files. 
Additional processing in third-party applications may be required to reduce the intensity of a 
model whilst keeping its integrity, reducing the data to a manageable size for third-party programs 
and users. Virtual Surveyor provides an application to trace over orthomosaic images and DEMs 
to smooth out the model’s surface to a more realistic and manageable land formation.  
 
5.6 Conclusion 
The use of non-distorted images and processing using 60% forward overlap provides 
improvement towards the obtainable planimetric and vertical accuracies of photogrammetry. 
Adaptive camera modelling of the direct georeferenced images alone provides insufficient 
vertical accuracy. Due to the small sensor size, focal shift causes the sensors factory calibration 
to be insufficient for aerial photogrammetry. The introduction of an averaged camera calibration 
may provide more accurate models for preliminary site investigations, particularly where 
undulating terrain may exist. Later, flights may be performed to fly at an altitude and flight pattern 
to better match the initial DEM to obtain more accurate results. For best results, 2 GCPs are 
required to fix the focal length during the adaptive camera modelling of the direct georeferenced 
images.   
The obtainable photogrammetric accuracy from the geodetic control met the planimetric and 
vertical accuracy of 0.03m at the 95% confidence level. A comparison of ground points located 
by terrestrial survey suggests the vertical accuracy only met 0.04 m at the 95% confidence level. 
Both geodetic control and ground point accuracy meeting Danielo’s (2019) suggested planimetric 
accuracy of 0.03 m and vertical accuracy of 0.061 m for the UAV and the photogrammetric 
accuracy expectations suggested by Martinez-Carricondo et al (2018) and Rabah et al (2018). 
The intensity of data obtained from photogrammetry to obtain an accurate model is generally too 
great for most third-party applications and users. Rather the DEM and orthometric photo may be 




maintain the data’s integrity to provide usable information to end-users. Confidence levels should 
be taken into consideration during flight planning to ensure sufficient accuracy levels will be met. 
The expected vertical accuracy, Appendix C, may be rationalised by the photogrammetric 
correlation accuracy factor of 0.5 pixels (Tables 22 & 23) as suggested by Abdullah (2010). 
The revenue provided by a UAV operation is primarily from its processing given the field work 
required is minimal in comparison to terrestrial surveys. It is apparent the use of a UAV does not 
provide any direct-cost benefits until a terrestrial survey reaches 5 hours of duration for a one-
man operation, however, the significant improvements of a UAV operation from workplace health 







Chapter 6 – Conclusions 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
Given the DJI Phantom 4 RTK’s youth to the market, its feasibility in the surveying industry was 
not clear. The unit’s specifications, from its integrated RTK GNSS receiver and pre-calibrated 
camera, providing a promising opportunity for the low-cost phantom series UAV to provide 
spatially accurate data in a short duration of time.  
The questions were: 
 Does this advance improve their usability and application?  
 What is an appropriate charge-out rate given its application and economic 
considerations? 
 Is the unit feasible to implement into a small to medium size organisation? 
In response, the results indicate although the camera’s pre-calibration was not suitable for 
photogrammetry due to focal shift; using 2 GCPs to constrain the cameras focal length during 
processing and the adaptive camera modelling of the direct georeferenced images, provides an 
adequate accuracy for application within the surveying industry. The most appropriate method is 
using non-distorted images and processed using 60% forward overlap. At the 95% confidence 
level, an achievable limiting map scale for the UAV is 1:100 with 0.1 m contour intervals 
indicated. Appropriate surveys include: flood mapping, cut and fill diagrams of work-as-executed 
plans and contour plans for development consent.  
In further review of obtainable accuracy, the obtainable accuracy from the geodetic control met 
the planimetric and vertical accuracy of 0.03 m at the 95% confidence level. In comparison to 
terrestrial surveys however, greater error was identified due to vertical structures and the DEMs 
high spatial resolution. The obtainable accuracy from classified ground points suggests an 
obtainable vertical accuracy of 0.04 m at the 95% confidence level. 
For initial site investigations, particularly of undulating terrain, an averaged camera calibration 
may be used to obtain mediocre accuracy. Later, the site may be flown at a more consistent 
altitude in comparison to the DEM to obtain a greater accuracy. When determining flight 
parameters, it is important to determine an appropriate GSD and base-height ratio to ensure 
accuracy levels may be met. It is recommended to fly with excessive forward overlap to provide 
redundant images to replacement images of insufficient exposure and to reduce the image count 




Given a photogrammetric models intensity, it is suggested its overall model accuracy for a given 
sample size may in fact be of greater accuracy in comparison to that of a lesser sampled terrestrial 
ground survey containing bios to one’s opinion and positioning error. The intensity of information 
obtained from photogrammetry however significantly limits its further use as it requires high 
computing power. Further processing may be required in third-party applications to smooth or 
refine the photogrammetric model to maintain the model’s spatial integrity rather resampling at a 
lower resolution within the photogrammetric software.  
It is clear the use of a UAV is feasible for an organisation performing routinely surveys of a 
particular magnitude. A UAV operation earns its revenue from its processing where terrestrial 
surveys earn their revenue from its fieldwork. In comparison to terrestrial surveys; a UAV 
operation may provide an economical benefit from increased revenue for surveys in excess of 5 
hours fieldwork, however, a UAVs main economic benefit is its improved outlook on workplace 
health and safety given the significant reduction of fieldwork in comparison. 
 
6.2 Further Research 
Primarily due to limited resources and time restraints, further investigation into the camera 
calibration is desired. Although conclusions are drawn, further investigation to the effect of a 
single camera calibration at different flying heights and durations may provide beneficial results 
towards initial site investigations. 
The DJI Phantom 4 RTK may provide more accurate direct georeferencing results from reductions 
of the referenced PPK data. PPK, along with its affect and comparison to RTK may provide 
venturous research. 
Given the units ability of direct georeferencing, the integration of oblique photogrammetry may 
improve the overall model’s accuracy with relation to vertical rigid structures. Alternatively, the 
benefits of different flight patterns may provide some relief. 
The expected accuracy (Appendix C) is reliant on a processing image correlation accuracy. The 
values stated in this report due to novice experience in reducing photogrammetric data was 
calculated using 1 pixel. This report identifies 0.5 pixels may in fact be a closer estimation of a 
true resulting accuracy. This image correlation factor may provide useful insight as it ultimately 
defines critical flight parameters, where a more accurate estimate would provide more efficient 
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B.1 Standard Operating Conditions 
UAVs are governed in Australia by the CASA. In order to fly an RPA for commercial purposes, 
one must first obtain an ARN and operate under the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 made 
under the Civil Aviation Act 1988 (CASA, 2019). 
Several categories of RPA (micro, very small, small, medium and large) are outlined within the 
Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 and prescribing the manner in which they may be operated 
within Australia. In order to operate a ‘very small’ (a gross weight of more than 100 grams and 
less than 2 kilograms) RPA for commercial purposes, one may operate as an Excluded RPA if 
operated in the Standard Operating Conditions outlined within the Civil Aviation Safety 
Regulations 1998. 
“Excluded RPA can be operated without certain licences and permissions” Civil 
Aviation Safety Regulations 1998, regulation 101.237. 
Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998, regulation 101.238, outlines the Standard Operating 
Conditions in which a person may operate RPA: 
 the RPA is within visual line-of-sight, and 
 below 120 metres above ground level, and 
 not within 30 metres of persons whom are not directly associated with the operation 
of the RPA, and 
 not within prohibited or restricted areas, and 
 not over populated areas, and 
 not within 5.5 kilometres of a controlled aerodrome, and 
 not over rescue or emergency operations, without approval from the persons in charge 
of the operation, and 
 only operate one RPA at any one time. 
Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998, regulation 101.245, allows an operator of a very small 
RPA to operate no closer than 15 metres of a person who has consented to the operator operating 
RPA within 30 metres of them. 
Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998, regulation 101.F.5, outlines the requirement to provide 
notice in writing to CASA, in an approved form, before operating a very small RPA for hire or 
reward.  
Additional restrictions on operation of RPA may be in force from local government bodies and 














































G.1 Geodetic control 
Table 27. Area 1, reduced geodetic control obtained by terrestrial GNSS survey. 
Reduced Geodetic Control 
Pt. Easting -290000 
Northing -
6230000 RL Code Layer 
100000 4124.837 3353.717 99.904 TARGET100000 GNSS 
100001 4100.489 3381.170 95.243 TARGET100001 GNSS 
100002 4097.173 3352.721 94.525 TARGET100002 GNSS 
100003 4098.444 3321.922 94.520 TARGET100003 GNSS 
100004 4077.107 3379.225 95.356 TARGET100004 GNSS 
100005 4070.823 3318.777 97.851 TARGET100005 GNSS 
100006 4066.785 3273.615 98.542 SSM167763-AVG GNSS 
100007 4064.564 3267.584 98.759 TARGET100007 GNSS 
100008 4057.053 3212.150 100.900 TARGET100008 GNSS 
100009 4138.580 3308.776 99.621 TARGET100009 GNSS 
100010 4157.152 3256.976 100.468 TARGET100010 GNSS 
100011 4106.046 3247.159 95.503 TARGET100011 GNSS 
100012 4118.345 3208.735 96.236 TARGET100012 GNSS 
100013 4119.771 3159.796 96.716 TARGET100013 GNSS 
100014 4168.024 3215.773 101.159 TARGET100014 GNSS 
100015 4175.300 3157.449 101.610 TARGET100015 GNSS 
100016 4175.261 3104.850 101.567 TARGET100016 GNSS 
100017 4136.059 3086.099 99.121 TARGET100017 GNSS 
100018 4106.669 2987.721 98.353 TARGET100018 GNSS 
100019 4097.802 2956.320 100.705 TARGET100019 GNSS 
100020 4126.501 2932.827 102.120 TARGET100020 GNSS 
100021 4146.809 3037.856 100.455 TARGET100021 GNSS 
100022 4048.981 2981.302 102.212 TARGET100022 GNSS 
100023 4051.517 3058.953 102.189 TARGET100023 GNSS 
100024 4081.640 3041.950 101.039 TARGET100024 GNSS 
100025 4086.843 3145.221 100.787 TARGET100025 GNSS 
100026 4056.398 3113.694 102.240 TARGET100026 GNSS 
100027 4056.154 3146.016 102.123 TARGET100027 GNSS 
 
G.2 Raw Data and Digital Elevation Model Height Differences 
Table 28. Area 1, reduced topographical data obtained by a Total Station constrained using geodetic 
control and interpreted DEM height differences. 
Reduced Topographical Data Photogrammetry Interpretation 
Pt. Easting (290000) 
Northing 





87 4106.410 3305.715 94.531 *BB0 BANK Grnd. 94.655 0.124 
88 4105.055 3314.730 94.441 *BB0 BANK Grnd. 94.589 0.148 
89 4099.299 3314.436 94.451 *BB0 BANK Grnd. 94.550 0.099 
90 4093.619 3312.705 94.346 *BB0 BANK Grnd. 94.497 0.151 




92 4101.110 3304.092 94.586 **BB0 BANK Grnd. 94.667 0.081 
93 4107.590 3308.084 94.910 *TB0 BANK Grnd. 94.975 0.065 
94 4106.836 3314.022 94.956 *TB0 BANK Grnd. 94.886 -0.070 
117 4086.153 3310.651 96.383 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 96.419 0.036 
118 4085.486 3317.605 96.116 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 96.136 0.020 
119 4084.739 3326.754 95.788 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 95.806 0.018 
120 4083.550 3340.497 95.715 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 95.730 0.015 
121 4082.966 3349.419 95.525 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 95.543 0.018 
122 4082.547 3356.110 95.201 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 95.196 -0.005 
123 4087.586 3355.998 94.894 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 94.892 -0.002 
124 4087.713 3348.667 94.874 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 94.901 0.027 
125 4088.091 3340.715 94.783 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 94.764 -0.019 
126 4088.181 3333.866 94.919 *TB1 BANK Grnd. 94.922 0.003 
135 4095.818 3330.030 94.243 *BB1 BANK Grnd. 94.268 0.025 
176 4096.614 3377.890 94.027 *BB1 BANK Grnd. 94.062 0.035 
177 4096.531 3382.472 93.930 *BB1 BANK Grnd. 93.965 0.035 
180 4096.906 3384.992 93.855 *BB1 BANK Grnd. 93.930 0.075 
181 4092.419 3376.818 94.064 *BB BANK Grnd. 94.102 0.038 
182 4094.525 3377.600 94.015 *BB BANK Grnd. 94.042 0.027 
183 4095.442 3379.793 94.024 *BB BANK Grnd. 94.084 0.060 
186 4094.862 3385.812 93.719 *BB BANK Grnd. 93.884 0.165 
187 4096.027 3389.435 93.703 *BB BANK Grnd. 93.895 0.192 
188 4097.004 3389.382 93.699 *BB1 BANK Grnd. 93.959 0.260 
189 4092.972 3391.167 94.675 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 94.694 0.019 
190 4091.438 3385.376 95.116 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.149 0.033 
191 4091.810 3381.646 95.160 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.188 0.028 
192 4090.527 3379.975 95.260 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.317 0.057 
193 4086.906 3375.828 95.121 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.133 0.012 
194 4087.005 3371.928 94.934 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 94.937 0.003 
195 4084.693 3367.722 95.031 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.043 0.012 
196 4081.478 3366.030 95.178 *TB4 BANK Grnd. 95.180 0.002 
197 4088.657 3369.588 94.665 *TB5 BANK Grnd. 94.695 0.030 
217 4076.421 3365.980 95.539 *TB6 BANK Grnd. 95.612 0.073 
218 4076.196 3360.340 95.778 *TB6 BANK Grnd. 95.783 0.005 
219 4079.069 3356.064 95.627 *TB6 BANK Grnd. 95.659 0.032 
252 4091.336 3295.065 98.383 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.441 0.058 
253 4095.492 3296.002 98.266 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.267 0.001 
254 4102.896 3297.161 98.363 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.370 0.007 
255 4109.283 3298.106 98.472 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.478 0.006 
256 4113.730 3299.984 98.624 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.629 0.005 
257 4115.882 3303.159 98.578 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.647 0.069 
258 4116.127 3310.313 98.269 *TB7 BANK Grnd. 98.284 0.015 
266 4099.572 3381.555 95.122 *TB8 BANK Grnd. 95.138 0.016 
270 4107.356 3384.167 95.320 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 95.376 0.056 
271 4112.505 3384.326 95.248 TB9 BANK Grnd. 95.309 0.061 
272 4109.463 3377.167 95.976 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 95.997 0.021 
275 4114.251 3368.518 97.473 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 97.522 0.049 
276 4118.491 3359.164 99.129 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 99.169 0.040 
278 4119.499 3350.295 99.437 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 99.471 0.034 
281 4121.917 3336.413 99.577 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 99.598 0.021 
282 4122.903 3322.931 99.462 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 99.481 0.019 




286 4123.816 3300.487 98.896 *TB9 BANK Grnd. 98.929 0.033 
453 4095.461 2964.672 97.849 *BB20 BANK Grnd. 98.158 0.309 
454 4099.818 2964.255 98.023 *BB20 BANK Grnd. 98.170 0.147 
477 4098.128 2986.351 98.195 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 98.220 0.025 
478 4104.298 2985.024 98.310 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.314 0.004 
479 4105.808 2994.849 98.217 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.244 0.027 
480 4103.592 2995.124 97.971 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 98.002 0.031 
481 4101.598 2995.380 97.968 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 98.012 0.044 
482 4099.317 2995.706 98.162 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 98.190 0.028 
487 4107.694 3011.364 98.034 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.054 0.020 
488 4106.212 3011.662 97.839 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.861 0.022 
489 4102.495 3012.227 97.818 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.844 0.026 
490 4101.120 3012.397 98.073 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 98.092 0.019 
491 4102.937 3028.481 97.892 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.909 0.017 
492 4104.517 3028.579 97.659 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.668 0.009 
493 4107.846 3027.615 97.665 *BB22*BB022 BANK Grnd. 97.717 0.052 
494 4109.138 3027.389 97.710 *BB022 BANK Grnd. 97.746 0.036 
495 4109.366 3026.245 97.938 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.947 0.009 
496 4112.047 3025.963 98.053 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.060 0.007 
497 4112.170 3026.780 97.856 *BB022 BANK Grnd. 97.915 0.059 
498 4116.002 3025.729 97.984 *BB022 BANK Grnd. 98.005 0.021 
499 4114.711 3023.342 98.121 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.109 -0.012 
500 4120.028 3020.246 98.250 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.254 0.004 
501 4120.651 3021.609 98.030 *BB022 BANK Grnd. 98.048 0.018 
507 4120.964 3024.226 98.315 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.319 0.004 
511 4115.715 3026.820 98.050 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.073 0.023 
512 4109.535 3028.291 97.907 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.916 0.009 
513 4110.509 3038.694 97.779 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.811 0.032 
514 4109.308 3038.988 97.567 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.567 0.000 
515 4106.066 3039.459 97.527 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.547 0.020 
516 4104.521 3039.771 97.759 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.769 0.010 
517 4105.965 3051.544 97.667 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.669 0.002 
518 4107.055 3051.624 97.451 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.478 0.027 
519 4110.735 3051.499 97.430 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.475 0.045 
520 4111.721 3051.297 97.636 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.629 -0.007 
522 4111.760 3061.176 97.298 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.363 0.065 
523 4108.621 3061.614 97.340 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.437 0.097 
525 4107.799 3069.071 97.502 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.480 -0.022 
526 4108.841 3068.937 97.282 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.298 0.016 
527 4112.449 3067.633 97.269 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.287 0.018 
528 4113.964 3065.559 97.499 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.522 0.023 
529 4114.156 3066.549 97.347 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.358 0.011 
530 4118.118 3063.596 97.439 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.559 0.120 
532 4125.013 3058.391 97.749 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.741 -0.008 
533 4125.127 3059.109 97.542 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.565 0.023 
534 4127.532 3057.460 97.703 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.750 0.047 
536 4128.183 3058.715 97.630 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.882 0.252 
537 4125.093 3060.450 97.561 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.574 0.013 
542 4125.090 3061.314 97.769 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.739 -0.030 
544 4119.011 3064.462 97.439 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.584 0.145 
545 4114.311 3068.114 97.333 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.347 0.014 




547 4112.599 3069.386 97.261 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.289 0.028 
548 4113.682 3077.506 97.231 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.239 0.008 
549 4114.964 3077.406 97.449 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.463 0.014 
550 4109.613 3077.806 97.217 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.234 0.017 
551 4108.484 3077.839 97.431 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.409 -0.022 
552 4108.751 3087.226 97.328 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.348 0.020 
553 4109.859 3087.336 97.108 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 97.125 0.017 
554 4114.538 3087.549 97.117 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.134 0.017 
555 4115.595 3087.614 97.353 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.366 0.013 
556 4115.244 3095.088 97.219 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.222 0.003 
557 4113.897 3096.395 96.984 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.033 0.049 
558 4118.390 3094.598 97.012 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.105 0.093 
560 4126.781 3090.032 97.131 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.150 0.019 
561 4126.182 3088.465 97.542 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.549 0.007 
562 4131.404 3086.568 97.720 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 97.702 -0.018 
563 4132.362 3087.609 97.323 *BB22*BB03 BANK Grnd. 97.348 0.025 
564 4131.982 3086.475 97.472 *BB03 BANK Grnd. 97.521 0.049 
565 4132.207 3082.464 98.088 *BB03 BANK Grnd. 98.127 0.039 
566 4131.607 3082.004 98.371 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 98.392 0.021 
567 4134.873 3079.155 99.036 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 99.072 0.036 
568 4135.345 3080.052 98.793 *BB03 BANK Grnd. 98.827 0.034 
569 4138.917 3079.266 99.257 *BB03 BANK Grnd. 99.277 0.020 
570 4137.507 3077.262 99.652 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 99.674 0.022 
571 4140.144 3075.551 100.327 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 100.346 0.019 
572 4142.351 3075.989 100.670 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 100.678 0.008 
573 4147.371 3073.476 101.008 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 101.045 0.037 
574 4155.236 3069.135 101.176 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 101.201 0.025 
575 4161.691 3066.288 101.350 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 101.379 0.029 
576 4164.282 3072.251 100.395 *BB04 BANK Grnd. 100.454 0.059 
577 4166.226 3077.111 101.382 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.433 0.051 
578 4158.673 3080.623 101.409 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.429 0.020 
579 4155.958 3075.212 100.317 *BB04 BANK Grnd. 100.338 0.021 
580 4148.235 3079.108 100.104 *BB04 BANK Grnd. 100.156 0.052 
582 4148.110 3086.126 101.219 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.244 0.025 
583 4147.137 3093.238 101.096 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.129 0.033 
584 4141.707 3096.977 100.448 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.438 -0.010 
585 4135.016 3097.538 99.195 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 99.232 0.037 
586 4129.199 3096.956 98.092 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.090 -0.002 
587 4125.877 3096.990 97.543 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 97.571 0.028 
588 4133.928 3089.450 97.462 *BB05 BANK Grnd. 97.626 0.164 
592 4132.689 3086.698 97.483 **BB05 BANK Grnd. 97.703 0.220 
598 4133.783 3090.041 97.652 *BB06 BANK Grnd. 97.699 0.047 
599 4135.774 3089.684 98.092 *BB06 BANK Grnd. 98.108 0.016 
601 4137.568 3089.038 98.155 *BB06 BANK Grnd. 98.179 0.024 
602 4140.661 3087.460 98.270 *BB06 BANK Grnd. 98.318 0.048 
604 4135.105 3087.858 98.942 *TB06 BANK Grnd. 98.960 0.018 
605 4136.677 3086.595 99.130 *TB06 BANK Grnd. 99.120 -0.010 
606 4139.943 3085.008 99.272 *TB06 BANK Grnd. 99.299 0.027 
608 4140.978 3084.068 99.402 *TB06 BANK Grnd. 99.460 0.058 
610 4140.758 3078.942 99.428 *TB06 BANK Grnd. 99.477 0.049 
615 4133.021 3088.999 97.281 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.356 0.075 




617 4119.487 3095.959 97.019 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.135 0.116 
619 4115.137 3100.819 97.150 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 97.139 -0.011 
620 4114.651 3099.298 97.003 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.040 0.037 
621 4113.156 3101.146 96.926 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.986 0.060 
623 4112.741 3106.576 96.960 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 97.065 0.105 
624 4109.661 3106.639 96.883 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.980 0.097 
626 4107.987 3115.743 97.004 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.996 -0.008 
627 4109.915 3116.121 96.722 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.736 0.014 
628 4111.886 3116.042 96.709 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.738 0.029 
629 4114.472 3116.293 97.073 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 97.081 0.008 
630 4114.411 3125.899 96.940 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.947 0.007 
631 4112.357 3126.026 96.619 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.641 0.022 
632 4110.066 3126.109 96.617 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.669 0.052 
633 4107.266 3125.953 96.968 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.955 -0.013 
634 4106.654 3138.192 96.860 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.881 0.021 
635 4109.117 3138.460 96.522 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.526 0.004 
636 4111.666 3138.432 96.525 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.544 0.019 
637 4113.994 3138.686 96.906 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.926 0.020 
638 4113.991 3150.456 96.675 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.672 -0.003 
639 4112.113 3150.536 96.435 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.449 0.014 
640 4109.038 3150.258 96.460 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.489 0.029 
641 4107.097 3150.474 96.696 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.711 0.015 
642 4108.187 3161.222 96.591 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.606 0.015 
643 4109.932 3161.285 96.300 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.323 0.023 
644 4113.252 3160.609 96.324 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.356 0.032 
645 4114.998 3160.600 96.593 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.603 0.010 
646 4116.210 3171.132 96.505 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.516 0.011 
647 4114.561 3171.262 96.196 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.229 0.033 
648 4111.273 3171.648 96.250 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.257 0.007 
649 4109.519 3171.793 96.513 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.498 -0.015 
650 4110.340 3182.835 96.377 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.390 0.013 
651 4112.364 3182.613 96.089 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.128 0.039 
652 4115.230 3182.167 96.097 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.127 0.030 
653 4117.217 3181.992 96.388 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.401 0.013 
654 4117.258 3189.850 96.310 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.321 0.011 
655 4115.587 3189.700 96.093 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.124 0.031 
656 4112.271 3189.928 96.063 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.081 0.018 
657 4110.274 3189.856 96.298 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.282 -0.016 
659 4110.418 3197.493 96.047 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 96.128 0.081 
660 4114.463 3198.214 95.992 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 96.096 0.104 
661 4116.469 3198.652 96.264 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.281 0.017 
662 4114.395 3208.757 96.082 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.102 0.020 
664 4112.841 3207.448 95.884 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.940 0.056 
665 4109.326 3206.688 95.928 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 95.946 0.018 
666 4107.534 3206.263 96.186 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.184 -0.002 
667 4105.679 3217.648 96.030 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.036 0.006 
668 4108.429 3218.115 95.726 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 95.740 0.014 
669 4109.945 3218.532 95.692 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.717 0.025 
670 4112.650 3219.098 96.039 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 96.043 0.004 
671 4111.022 3230.337 95.893 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 95.907 0.014 
672 4108.545 3229.931 95.607 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.634 0.027 




674 4103.777 3229.191 95.966 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 95.979 0.013 
675 4102.043 3240.169 95.832 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 95.842 0.010 
676 4104.526 3240.413 95.594 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 95.615 0.021 
677 4107.726 3240.873 95.568 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.605 0.037 
678 4110.626 3240.998 95.877 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 95.879 0.002 
679 4110.682 3250.263 95.629 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 95.652 0.023 
680 4109.043 3250.295 95.394 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.408 0.014 
681 4104.102 3250.546 95.451 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 95.465 0.014 
682 4099.731 3250.194 95.746 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 95.771 0.025 
684 4114.738 3255.183 95.712 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 95.729 0.017 
685 4113.109 3256.070 95.381 *BB22 BANK Grnd. 95.428 0.047 
695 4106.089 3268.289 95.110 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.227 0.117 
696 4110.564 3268.623 95.048 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.233 0.185 
697 4111.844 3264.099 95.110 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.238 0.128 
698 4110.250 3259.867 95.136 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.205 0.069 
699 4106.578 3258.327 95.156 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.324 0.168 
700 4101.975 3256.976 95.283 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.347 0.064 
701 4099.023 3261.151 95.133 *BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.255 0.122 
702 4100.195 3267.418 94.939 **BB23 BANK Grnd. 95.239 0.300 
703 4100.254 3254.354 95.323 *BB21 BANK Grnd. 95.400 0.077 
708 4097.500 3253.863 95.770 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 95.780 0.010 
712 4096.930 3267.674 97.192 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.301 0.109 
713 4098.519 3269.680 97.015 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 97.088 0.073 
715 4099.296 3269.427 96.801 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.881 0.080 
716 4104.560 3270.024 96.799 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.878 0.079 
717 4110.736 3270.677 96.848 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 96.891 0.043 
724 4115.998 3259.610 95.853 *TB21 BANK Grnd. 95.899 0.046 
805 4100.364 2959.635 100.063 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 100.074 0.011 
806 4093.442 2958.735 100.412 *TB22 BANK Grnd. 100.447 0.035 
873 4096.499 3272.247 98.406 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.407 0.001 
874 4100.469 3273.920 98.521 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.521 0.000 
875 4104.427 3274.325 98.548 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.538 -0.010 
876 4110.213 3274.864 98.595 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.571 -0.024 
877 4114.538 3274.369 98.585 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.585 0.000 
878 4118.100 3271.035 98.597 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 98.603 0.006 
879 4123.233 3265.797 99.085 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 99.137 0.052 
880 4127.709 3260.542 99.538 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 99.546 0.008 
883 4134.106 3256.388 100.134 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.138 0.004 
884 4139.197 3247.908 100.220 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.189 -0.031 
889 4143.027 3235.321 100.382 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.367 -0.015 
890 4145.027 3220.283 100.373 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.370 -0.003 
896 4149.108 3206.220 100.701 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.773 0.072 
897 4150.938 3190.341 101.086 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.093 0.007 
902 4152.145 3173.665 101.335 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.351 0.016 
903 4151.509 3157.914 101.298 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.326 0.028 
908 4145.467 3139.863 100.732 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.773 0.041 
909 4143.099 3122.947 100.461 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.468 0.007 
914 4144.623 3107.022 100.797 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 100.809 0.012 
915 4147.729 3098.444 101.160 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.188 0.028 
916 4149.327 3110.949 101.074 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.100 0.026 
917 4150.846 3121.496 100.995 *TB23 BANK Grnd. 101.030 0.035 




921 4157.946 3058.374 101.057 *TB24 BANK Grnd. 101.103 0.046 
922 4154.525 3052.346 100.335 *BB24 BANK Grnd. 100.492 0.157 
923 4143.560 3058.014 100.131 *BB24 BANK Grnd. 100.251 0.120 
924 4146.796 3061.138 100.687 *TB24 BANK Grnd. 100.708 0.021 
925 4141.633 3060.284 100.305 *TB24 BANK Grnd. 100.360 0.055 
927 4140.723 3069.258 100.401 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 100.483 0.082 
929 4138.648 3062.276 100.303 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 100.352 0.049 
930 4136.239 3057.661 99.962 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 99.967 0.005 
933 4135.015 3052.554 99.827 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 99.833 0.006 
934 4133.118 3041.516 99.952 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 100.014 0.062 
938 4132.716 3029.403 100.114 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 100.138 0.024 
942 4131.063 3022.293 99.979 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 99.991 0.012 
943 4130.281 3013.426 99.955 *TB25 BANK Grnd. 99.956 0.001 
945 4136.818 2999.648 100.793 *TB26 BANK Grnd. 100.793 0.000 
950 4135.141 2984.833 101.058 *TB26 BANK Grnd. 101.084 0.026 
951 4132.812 2971.038 101.410 *TB26 BANK Grnd. 101.410 0.000 
958 4129.241 2963.110 101.377 *TB26 BANK Grnd. 101.398 0.021 
961 4125.078 2951.908 101.693 *TB26 BANK Grnd. 101.709 0.016 
220 4075.502 3373.628 95.578 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 95.629 0.051 
221 4081.034 3374.764 95.400 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 95.400 0.000 
222 4082.609 3383.583 95.218 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 95.259 0.041 
223 4073.570 3384.781 95.178 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 95.203 0.025 
224 4074.705 3391.910 94.815 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 94.877 0.062 
225 4084.366 3392.207 94.822 SH-BARK BARK Grnd. 94.856 0.034 
260 4107.803 3327.874 96.533 *BARK BARK Grnd. 96.558 0.025 
261 4105.701 3340.924 96.193 *BARK BARK Grnd. 96.262 0.069 
262 4104.864 3352.427 95.854 *BARK BARK Grnd. 95.908 0.054 
263 4103.818 3362.711 95.537 *BARK BARK Grnd. 95.608 0.071 
264 4103.877 3372.594 95.280 *BARK BARK Grnd. 95.363 0.083 
265 4102.653 3379.056 95.312 *BARK*TB8 BARK Grnd. 95.332 0.020 
267 4099.489 3385.095 94.846 *BARK*TB8 BARK Grnd. 94.890 0.044 
268 4102.103 3388.571 94.558 *BARK*TB8 BARK Grnd. 94.575 0.017 
269 4102.168 3381.721 95.282 BARK BARK Grnd. 95.325 0.043 
288 4093.335 3296.934 98.019 *BARK2 BARK Grnd. 98.048 0.029 
289 4088.884 3302.168 97.139 *BARK2 BARK Grnd. 97.173 0.034 
290 4087.201 3305.360 96.860 *BARK2 BARK Grnd. 96.868 0.008 
291 4086.029 3311.569 96.366 *BARK2 BARK Grnd. 96.409 0.043 
298 4111.562 3315.760 96.772 BARK BARK Grnd. 96.860 0.088 
299 4114.183 3309.583 97.720 BARK BARK Grnd. 97.753 0.033 
300 4115.243 3304.231 98.295 BARK BARK Grnd. 98.376 0.081 
725 4119.041 3257.171 96.778 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.803 0.025 
726 4119.334 3251.469 96.294 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.307 0.013 
727 4119.951 3246.912 96.275 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.324 0.049 
730 4121.232 3232.713 96.235 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.254 0.019 
731 4123.451 3222.404 96.458 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.511 0.053 
736 4125.903 3210.244 96.559 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.592 0.033 
737 4127.477 3200.066 96.680 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.708 0.028 
742 4128.761 3189.887 96.742 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.788 0.046 
743 4128.503 3178.593 96.775 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.822 0.047 
748 4127.051 3167.492 96.890 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.910 0.020 
749 4125.841 3157.928 96.959 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 96.990 0.031 




756 4124.896 3136.440 97.247 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 97.277 0.030 
757 4125.658 3125.240 97.379 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 97.418 0.039 
762 4125.550 3115.349 97.392 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 97.443 0.051 
763 4125.676 3105.502 97.479 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 97.518 0.039 
767 4126.012 3098.593 97.588 *BARK20 BARK Grnd. 97.612 0.024 
768 4126.407 3083.782 97.765 *BARK21 BARK Grnd. 97.782 0.017 
773 4125.929 3071.797 98.056 *BARK21 BARK Grnd. 98.091 0.035 
774 4125.581 3064.861 98.022 *BARK21 BARK Grnd. 98.026 0.004 
775 4130.352 3062.847 98.752 *BARK21 BARK Grnd. 98.807 0.055 
776 4128.553 3053.721 98.659 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 98.661 0.002 
777 4124.931 3055.114 97.880 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 97.919 0.039 
782 4123.667 3047.413 98.093 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 98.151 0.058 
783 4122.099 3037.236 98.232 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 98.260 0.028 
788 4121.350 3029.961 98.318 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 98.378 0.060 
789 4122.654 3025.883 98.638 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 98.679 0.041 
790 4127.548 3023.645 99.389 *BARK22 BARK Grnd. 99.398 0.009 
791 4126.476 3014.178 99.334 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 99.342 0.008 
792 4119.731 3016.329 98.389 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.420 0.031 
796 4117.807 3005.301 98.369 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.391 0.022 
797 4116.387 2994.119 98.476 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.515 0.039 
799 4115.152 2986.460 98.624 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.641 0.017 
800 4113.691 2979.109 98.845 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.864 0.019 
801 4111.711 2972.347 99.152 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 99.167 0.015 
802 4109.598 2964.580 99.707 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 99.762 0.055 
803 4105.261 2958.794 100.279 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.291 0.012 
804 4099.331 2954.816 100.822 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.860 0.038 
807 4092.777 2956.483 100.890 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.901 0.011 
808 4087.015 2958.662 100.816 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.831 0.015 
809 4081.709 2961.371 100.863 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.866 0.003 
812 4079.161 2965.022 100.741 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.787 0.046 
813 4079.543 2967.365 100.488 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 100.518 0.030 
814 4081.967 2975.828 99.898 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 99.909 0.011 
817 4085.046 2986.123 99.254 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 99.291 0.037 
818 4086.790 2994.058 98.843 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.901 0.058 
821 4088.872 3004.594 98.574 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.603 0.029 
822 4091.040 3014.236 98.398 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.438 0.040 
825 4092.419 3025.132 98.304 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.355 0.051 
826 4093.963 3034.215 98.218 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.270 0.052 
829 4095.265 3044.786 98.060 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.116 0.056 
830 4096.256 3054.225 98.007 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.044 0.037 
833 4097.301 3062.482 97.915 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.962 0.047 
834 4098.009 3072.013 97.980 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.003 0.023 
837 4098.623 3081.959 97.888 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.915 0.027 
838 4099.241 3091.694 97.752 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.768 0.016 
841 4099.815 3099.083 97.593 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.599 0.006 
842 4099.894 3107.155 97.432 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.466 0.034 
845 4100.125 3117.030 97.262 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.319 0.057 
846 4100.242 3126.145 97.134 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.161 0.027 
849 4099.842 3135.200 97.070 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.090 0.020 
850 4099.560 3146.111 96.965 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.006 0.041 
853 4099.390 3155.467 96.938 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.965 0.027 




857 4098.791 3176.520 96.901 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.910 0.009 
858 4098.471 3188.251 96.688 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.712 0.024 
861 4097.760 3200.594 96.579 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.602 0.023 
862 4096.453 3215.106 96.412 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.451 0.039 
865 4095.159 3228.947 96.254 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.299 0.045 
866 4094.227 3241.599 96.149 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.141 -0.008 
869 4093.508 3249.763 96.079 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.114 0.035 
870 4093.432 3256.643 96.076 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 96.102 0.026 
871 4092.787 3262.496 97.213 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 97.207 -0.006 
872 4093.479 3268.642 98.090 *BARK23 BARK Grnd. 98.116 0.026 
66 4107.661 3303.619 94.899 *CONC BHW Feat. 95.302 0.403 
68 4094.989 3302.247 94.882 *CONC BHW Feat. 95.478 0.596 
69 4095.959 3300.894 94.884 *CONC BHW Feat. 96.568 1.684 
70 4106.990 3302.105 94.896 *CONC BHW Feat. 96.533 1.637 
447 4087.583 2963.856 98.209 *BHW BHW Feat. 98.631 0.422 
448 4088.189 2962.538 98.354 *BHW BHW Feat. 99.701 1.347 
450 4099.797 2961.682 98.211 *BHW BHW Feat. 99.789 1.578 
451 4100.715 2963.128 98.211 *BHW BHW Feat. 98.620 0.409 
452 4092.462 2963.657 98.127 **BHW BHW Feat. 98.361 0.234 
589 4134.855 3088.102 97.454 *BB05-BHW BHW Feat. 98.664 1.210 
591 4134.258 3086.817 97.466 *BB05-BHW BHW Feat. 98.840 1.374 
689 4111.422 3268.960 95.304 *BB22*BHW1 BHW Feat. 95.878 0.574 
690 4110.446 3270.338 95.195 *BHW1 BHW Feat. 96.862 1.667 
692 4099.443 3269.111 95.193 *BHW1 BHW Feat. 96.845 1.652 
693 4098.796 3267.647 95.202 *BHW1*BB21 BHW Feat. 95.619 0.417 
694 4105.707 3268.341 95.245 **BHW1 BHW Feat. 95.249 0.004 
229 4070.358 3378.194 95.440 *PA*BRW BWALL Feat. 95.664 0.224 
230 4070.719 3378.233 95.408 *BRW BWALL Feat. 95.505 0.097 
232 4071.470 3372.189 95.607 *BRW BWALL Feat. 95.904 0.297 
234 4072.320 3364.665 95.849 *BRW BWALL Feat. 96.836 0.987 
235 4073.419 3355.437 96.011 *BRW BWALL Feat. 96.979 0.968 
237 4074.586 3345.556 96.307 *BRW BWALL Feat. 96.594 0.287 
238 4075.684 3336.317 96.394 *BRW BWALL Feat. 97.175 0.781 
239 4076.555 3328.750 96.766 *BRW BWALL Feat. 96.800 0.034 
241 4073.823 3328.429 96.750 *BRW BWALL Feat. 98.239 1.489 
243 4074.773 3319.983 96.914 *BRW BWALL Feat. 97.199 0.285 
244 4076.231 3307.523 96.937 *BRW BWALL Feat. 97.853 0.916 
246 4077.929 3302.098 97.155 *BRW BWALL Feat. 97.344 0.189 
247 4082.368 3296.727 97.407 *BRW BWALL Feat. 98.092 0.685 
248 4086.175 3294.744 97.730 *BRW BWALL Feat. 97.995 0.265 
249 4089.835 3294.800 98.025 *BRW BWALL Feat. 98.305 0.280 
323 4082.583 3271.860 98.481 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.530 0.049 
324 4082.776 3270.155 98.164 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.379 0.215 
325 4083.097 3266.785 97.741 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.530 0.789 
326 4083.689 3261.507 97.458 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.364 0.906 
327 4084.474 3254.291 97.097 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 97.246 0.149 
328 4085.682 3242.766 97.193 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 97.727 0.534 
329 4086.473 3235.391 97.132 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.928 1.796 
330 4087.434 3226.814 97.135 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.939 1.804 
331 4087.882 3222.484 97.261 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.534 2.273 
332 4088.383 3217.648 97.384 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.401 2.017 




334 4088.579 3215.324 97.448 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.476 2.028 
335 4089.258 3204.756 97.772 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.057 0.285 
336 4090.056 3192.537 97.812 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.140 0.328 
337 4090.751 3181.711 97.807 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.050 0.243 
338 4091.017 3177.142 97.784 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.470 0.686 
339 4091.440 3171.064 97.788 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.606 0.818 
340 4091.701 3166.847 97.798 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.221 1.423 
341 4092.077 3158.585 97.764 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.967 2.203 
342 4092.361 3150.372 97.734 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.717 0.983 
343 4092.490 3144.000 97.677 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 97.898 0.221 
344 4092.480 3135.337 97.792 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 98.647 0.855 
345 4092.385 3126.262 98.033 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.256 2.223 
346 4092.252 3118.787 98.010 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.707 1.697 
347 4091.935 3109.735 98.317 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.054 0.737 
348 4091.422 3100.658 98.498 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.670 1.172 
349 4090.878 3092.197 98.643 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.236 0.593 
350 4090.166 3082.459 98.889 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.784 0.895 
351 4089.495 3073.422 99.050 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.679 0.629 
352 4089.332 3071.578 99.097 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.215 1.118 
353 4088.679 3062.090 99.211 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.048 0.837 
354 4088.316 3057.684 99.157 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.699 0.542 
355 4088.069 3054.415 99.172 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.190 1.018 
356 4087.661 3049.563 99.271 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.584 0.313 
357 4087.225 3044.804 99.255 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.355 0.100 
358 4086.901 3042.676 99.303 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.893 0.590 
359 4086.143 3036.800 99.262 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.291 1.029 
360 4085.512 3032.918 99.354 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 99.602 0.248 
361 4084.526 3027.576 99.415 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.372 0.957 
362 4083.971 3024.901 99.525 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.687 1.162 
363 4082.684 3019.063 99.580 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.453 0.873 
364 4081.026 3012.381 99.794 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.776 0.982 
365 4079.274 3006.175 99.958 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.886 0.928 
366 4077.577 3000.842 100.374 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.745 0.371 
367 4077.270 2999.976 100.379 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 100.780 0.401 
368 4075.976 2996.284 100.605 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.151 0.546 
369 4074.236 2991.778 100.757 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.231 0.474 
370 4072.209 2986.211 100.852 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.035 0.183 
371 4069.690 2980.319 100.881 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.057 0.176 
372 4067.139 2974.852 101.054 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.487 0.433 
373 4064.924 2970.486 101.248 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.478 0.230 
374 4063.380 2967.369 101.264 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.448 0.184 
375 4062.954 2967.497 101.332 *BRW01 BWALL Feat. 101.472 0.140 
67 4100.407 3302.846 94.899 *CONC CONC Feat. 94.834 -0.065 
226 4068.491 3392.193 94.780 *PA CONC Feat. 94.837 0.057 
227 4070.823 3391.387 94.823 *PA CONC Feat. 94.821 -0.002 
228 4069.895 3385.199 95.225 *PA CONC Feat. 95.190 -0.035 
101 4108.542 3301.925 96.776 *GU FCE Feat. 96.909 0.133 
102 4110.548 3302.774 97.165 *GU FCE Feat. 97.242 0.077 
103 4113.090 3305.984 97.539 *GU FCE Feat. 97.618 0.079 
104 4113.227 3309.777 97.363 *GU FCE Feat. 97.368 0.005 
105 4111.195 3313.333 96.622 *GU FCE Feat. 96.695 0.073 




107 4094.054 3300.352 96.749 *GU1 FCE Feat. 96.843 0.094 
108 4092.068 3301.129 96.874 *GU1 FCE Feat. 96.930 0.056 
109 4089.035 3303.905 96.849 *GU1 FCE Feat. 96.844 -0.005 
110 4087.906 3307.648 96.446 *GU1 FCE Feat. 96.451 0.005 
111 4088.414 3311.458 95.998 *GU1 FCE Feat. 95.944 -0.054 
149 4094.152 3344.384 94.104 *BB1*HROLL HESM Grnd. 94.241 0.137 
150 4092.279 3344.310 93.944 *HROLL HESM Grnd. 94.129 0.185 
151 4090.202 3344.006 94.029 *BB*HROLL HESM Grnd. 94.201 0.172 
178 4098.445 3383.286 94.542 *HROLL1 HESM Grnd. 94.617 0.075 
179 4096.622 3383.326 93.917 *HROLL1*BB1 HESM Grnd. 94.043 0.126 
184 4095.459 3383.355 93.847 *BB *HROLL1 HESM Grnd. 94.009 0.162 
185 4093.403 3383.143 94.632 *HROLL1 HESM Grnd. 94.701 0.069 
483 4100.211 3002.266 98.147 *TB21-HROLL HESM Grnd. 98.200 0.053 
484 4102.404 3001.851 97.943 *BB21-HROLL HESM Grnd. 98.033 0.090 
485 4103.624 3001.674 97.930 *BB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 98.023 0.093 
486 4106.601 3001.329 98.201 *TB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 98.188 -0.013 
508 4119.870 3024.647 98.188 *HROLL022 HESM Grnd. 98.177 -0.011 
509 4118.928 3023.612 98.021 *HROLL022 HESM Grnd. 98.035 0.014 
510 4118.035 3022.705 98.122 *HROLL022 HESM Grnd. 98.136 0.014 
521 4113.040 3061.174 97.562 *TB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.630 0.068 
524 4107.115 3061.794 97.535 *TB21-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.548 0.013 
531 4118.003 3062.881 97.623 *TB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.692 0.069 
543 4119.408 3065.142 97.605 *TB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.668 0.063 
559 4118.054 3093.639 97.322 *TB22-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.301 -0.021 
618 4120.040 3097.360 97.327 *TB23-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.345 0.018 
622 4115.008 3106.799 97.174 *TB23-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.191 0.017 
625 4107.836 3106.616 97.126 *TB21-HROLL HESM Grnd. 97.127 0.001 
658 4109.457 3197.350 96.218 *TB21-HROLL HESM Grnd. 96.208 -0.010 
71 4107.681 3303.647 95.628 *HW HW Feat. 95.083 -0.545 
72 4107.053 3302.044 96.635 *HW HW Feat. 96.541 -0.094 
73 4095.917 3300.802 96.615 *HW HW Feat. 96.590 -0.025 
443 4100.777 2963.030 98.819 *HW01 HW Feat. 98.726 -0.093 
444 4099.855 2961.595 99.799 +*HW01 HW Feat. 99.791 -0.008 
445 4088.144 2962.455 99.806 *HW01 HW Feat. 99.791 -0.015 
446 4087.417 2964.021 98.833 *HW01 HW Feat. 98.684 -0.149 
593 4132.609 3086.620 98.028 *HW21 HW Feat. 97.730 -0.298 
595 4134.335 3086.722 99.019 *HW21 HW Feat. 98.959 -0.060 
596 4134.983 3088.127 99.007 *HW21 HW Feat. 98.964 -0.043 
597 4133.964 3089.488 98.013 +*HW21 HW Feat. 97.729 -0.284 
707 4098.757 3267.624 95.939 *HW22 HW Feat. 95.745 -0.194 
714 4099.414 3269.197 96.926 *HW22 HW Feat. 96.880 -0.046 
718 4110.491 3270.421 96.918 *HW22 HW Feat. 96.874 -0.044 
719 4111.490 3268.985 95.964 *HW22 HW Feat. 95.893 -0.071 
86 4111.597 3306.782 95.797 INV INV Feat. 95.921 0.124 
210 4077.831 3360.493 94.551 *BROCK5-INV INV Feat. 95.133 0.582 
449 4095.691 2962.001 98.090 *BHW-INV INV Feat. 99.178 1.088 
502 4124.022 3019.305 97.970 *BB022-INV INV Feat. 98.208 0.238 
535 4128.203 3057.936 97.651 *BB22-INV INV Feat. 97.815 0.164 
590 4134.570 3087.577 97.464 *BB05-INV INV Feat. 98.432 0.968 
691 4104.985 3269.741 95.201 *BHW1-INV INV Feat. 96.868 1.667 
74 4094.798 3302.459 94.877 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 94.928 0.051 




76 4089.966 3309.067 95.005 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 95.150 0.145 
77 4090.466 3311.242 94.919 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 95.090 0.171 
78 4091.554 3312.409 94.675 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 94.794 0.119 
79 4091.242 3318.588 94.617 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 94.613 -0.004 
80 4092.200 3318.713 94.484 *BROCK*BB ROCK Feat. 94.524 0.040 
81 4097.655 3318.910 94.468 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 94.525 0.057 
82 4103.629 3320.040 94.523 *BROCK*BB1 ROCK Feat. 94.579 0.056 
83 4106.508 3316.921 94.702 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 94.802 0.100 
84 4108.276 3314.123 94.800 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 95.033 0.233 
85 4110.627 3307.082 95.197 *BROCK ROCK Feat. 95.346 0.149 
95 4108.193 3315.676 95.374 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 95.416 0.042 
96 4110.660 3311.999 96.599 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 96.570 -0.029 
97 4111.995 3309.237 97.231 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 97.193 -0.038 
98 4112.267 3306.681 97.398 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 97.354 -0.044 
99 4110.138 3303.842 97.031 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 96.996 -0.035 
100 4108.514 3302.666 96.795 *TROCK ROCK Feat. 96.737 -0.058 
112 4091.110 3312.780 94.930 *TROCK1 ROCK Feat. 94.959 0.029 
113 4089.912 3310.940 95.636 *TROCK1 ROCK Feat. 95.627 -0.009 
114 4089.083 3308.285 96.275 *TROCK1 ROCK Feat. 96.215 -0.060 
115 4089.662 3305.002 96.782 *TROCK1 ROCK Feat. 96.754 -0.028 
116 4093.081 3301.734 96.757 *TROCK1 ROCK Feat. 96.647 -0.110 
127 4090.580 3327.038 94.355 *BB*R1 ROCK Feat. 94.392 0.037 
128 4090.343 3328.100 94.264 *BB*R1 ROCK Feat. 94.295 0.031 
129 4094.139 3328.389 94.244 *R1 ROCK Feat. 94.287 0.043 
130 4098.326 3328.434 94.433 *BB1*R1 ROCK Feat. 94.488 0.055 
131 4099.542 3326.820 94.506 *R1 ROCK Feat. 94.574 0.068 
132 4095.275 3326.321 94.410 *R1 ROCK Feat. 94.484 0.074 
136 4095.290 3334.178 94.123 *BB1*R2 ROCK Feat. 94.207 0.084 
137 4092.345 3333.460 94.092 *R2 ROCK Feat. 94.354 0.262 
138 4090.263 3333.254 94.206 *BB*R2 ROCK Feat. 94.235 0.029 
139 4090.023 3335.099 94.140 *BB*R2 ROCK Feat. 94.183 0.043 
140 4092.271 3335.080 94.013 *R2 ROCK Feat. 94.207 0.194 
141 4093.950 3335.492 94.077 *R2 ROCK Feat. 94.137 0.060 
142 4094.993 3335.543 94.170 *BB1*R2 ROCK Feat. 94.193 0.023 
143 4094.332 3340.190 94.172 *BB1*R3 ROCK Feat. 94.200 0.028 
144 4091.567 3339.851 94.066 *R3 ROCK Feat. 94.148 0.082 
145 4090.046 3340.016 94.063 *BB*R3 ROCK Feat. 94.197 0.134 
146 4090.203 3341.980 94.121 *BB*R3 ROCK Feat. 94.189 0.068 
147 4092.058 3341.674 94.000 *R3 ROCK Feat. 94.115 0.115 
148 4094.222 3341.797 94.125 *BB1*R3 ROCK Feat. 94.162 0.037 
152 4094.276 3348.406 94.066 *BB1*R4 ROCK Feat. 94.099 0.033 
153 4092.178 3348.328 93.895 *R4 ROCK Feat. 94.126 0.231 
154 4090.371 3348.275 94.073 *BB*R4 ROCK Feat. 94.148 0.075 
155 4090.396 3350.371 94.067 *BB*R4 ROCK Feat. 94.140 0.073 
156 4092.215 3350.322 93.883 *R4 ROCK Feat. 94.082 0.199 
157 4094.597 3350.724 94.011 *BB1*R4 ROCK Feat. 94.101 0.090 
158 4094.767 3355.020 94.039 *BB1*R5 ROCK Feat. 94.111 0.072 
159 4092.619 3354.929 93.915 *R5 ROCK Feat. 94.033 0.118 
160 4090.930 3354.886 94.067 *BB*R5 ROCK Feat. 94.115 0.048 
161 4090.653 3357.613 94.020 *BB*R5 ROCK Feat. 94.172 0.152 
162 4092.720 3357.933 93.802 *R5 ROCK Feat. 94.077 0.275 




164 4095.594 3363.329 94.029 *BB1*R6 ROCK Feat. 94.041 0.012 
165 4093.192 3363.245 93.822 *R6 ROCK Feat. 94.116 0.294 
166 4091.429 3363.369 94.012 *BB*R6 ROCK Feat. 94.064 0.052 
167 4090.846 3365.240 94.113 *BB*R6 ROCK Feat. 94.156 0.043 
168 4092.724 3365.201 93.592 *R6 ROCK Feat. 93.998 0.406 
169 4095.587 3365.038 94.014 *BB1*R6 ROCK Feat. 94.052 0.038 
170 4095.578 3372.363 94.053 *BB1*R7 ROCK Feat. 94.055 0.002 
171 4093.829 3372.033 93.861 *R7 ROCK Feat. 94.006 0.145 
172 4091.298 3372.576 94.059 *BB*R7 ROCK Feat. 94.150 0.091 
173 4091.541 3374.418 94.194 *BB*R7 ROCK Feat. 94.253 0.059 
174 4093.489 3374.409 93.890 *R7 ROCK Feat. 94.079 0.189 
175 4095.460 3373.965 94.021 *BB1*R7 ROCK Feat. 94.058 0.037 
198 4089.587 3365.705 94.535 *TB5*TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.491 -0.044 
199 4084.575 3364.986 94.900 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.834 -0.066 
200 4078.462 3363.799 95.197 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 95.134 -0.063 
201 4077.418 3362.497 95.466 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 95.403 -0.063 
202 4077.521 3360.505 95.754 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 95.645 -0.109 
203 4078.708 3357.824 95.517 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 95.428 -0.089 
204 4080.215 3357.051 95.354 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 95.311 -0.043 
205 4084.208 3357.681 94.908 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.897 -0.011 
206 4089.478 3357.958 94.592 *TROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.471 -0.121 
207 4089.782 3358.372 94.310 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.340 0.030 
208 4084.205 3358.130 94.561 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.604 0.043 
209 4079.538 3357.638 94.745 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.812 0.067 
211 4078.075 3363.143 94.653 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.778 0.125 
212 4081.616 3364.395 94.476 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.667 0.191 
213 4085.781 3364.786 94.375 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.445 0.070 
214 4089.186 3365.023 94.409 *BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.469 0.060 
215 4090.132 3361.046 94.369 **BROCK5 ROCK Feat. 94.319 -0.050 
216 4083.908 3361.153 94.468 SH-SCOUR ROCK Feat. 94.559 0.091 
455 4105.198 2975.343 97.919 *BB20-ROCK ROCK Feat. 98.185 0.266 
456 4100.456 2976.921 97.636 *BB20-ROCK ROCK Feat. 98.188 0.552 
457 4098.798 2977.109 97.581 *BB20-ROCK ROCK Feat. 98.175 0.594 
458 4093.922 2977.029 98.022 *BB20-ROCK ROCK Feat. 98.152 0.130 
459 4089.453 2965.603 97.920 **BB20-ROCK ROCK Feat. 98.190 0.270 
460 4085.615 2963.487 99.404 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.523 0.119 
461 4085.167 2965.990 99.205 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.294 0.089 
462 4089.975 2978.747 98.715 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.776 0.061 
463 4092.172 2983.665 98.435 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.501 0.066 
464 4097.614 2984.745 98.150 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.148 -0.002 
465 4100.474 2985.222 97.953 *TR20*BB21 ROCK Feat. 98.076 0.123 
466 4101.527 2984.876 97.926 *TR20*BB22 ROCK Feat. 98.077 0.151 
467 4103.920 2983.931 98.178 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.194 0.016 
468 4108.356 2979.796 98.440 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.465 0.025 
469 4108.575 2975.514 98.602 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 98.642 0.040 
470 4105.710 2966.348 98.945 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.003 0.058 
471 4103.632 2962.583 99.314 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.342 0.028 
472 4101.991 2961.647 99.395 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.440 0.045 
473 4100.609 2962.194 99.113 *TR20 ROCK Feat. 99.175 0.062 
503 4123.154 3018.645 98.380 *TB22-BR ROCK Feat. 98.354 -0.026 
504 4123.911 3017.861 98.676 *TB22-TR ROCK Feat. 98.762 0.086 




506 4124.568 3020.899 98.576 *TB22-BR ROCK Feat. 98.644 0.068 
538 4127.110 3056.539 98.012 *TB22-TR ROCK Feat. 98.104 0.092 
539 4128.948 3056.449 98.475 *TB22-TR ROCK Feat. 98.521 0.046 
540 4129.312 3058.723 98.362 *TB22-TR ROCK Feat. 98.440 0.078 
541 4127.117 3060.202 97.894 *TB22-TR ROCK Feat. 97.958 0.064 
581 4144.771 3080.678 100.082 *BB04-TROCK ROCK Feat. 100.362 0.280 
607 4142.821 3085.485 99.486 *TB06-BROCK ROCK Feat. 99.494 0.008 
609 4139.513 3080.573 99.355 *TB06-BROCK ROCK Feat. 99.439 0.084 
611 4142.767 3080.982 99.905 ROCK ROCK Feat. 99.964 0.059 
612 4143.200 3077.725 100.555 TROCK ROCK Feat. 100.606 0.051 
613 4146.682 3084.451 100.714 TROCK ROCK Feat. 100.762 0.048 
686 4115.097 3259.346 95.442 *BB22-BR ROCK Feat. 95.516 0.074 
687 4116.070 3264.015 95.481 *BB22-BR ROCK Feat. 95.690 0.209 
688 4113.883 3267.693 95.378 *BB22-BR ROCK Feat. 95.811 0.433 
704 4097.954 3257.850 95.421 *BB21-BR ROCK Feat. 95.512 0.091 
705 4095.768 3261.863 95.367 *BB21-BR ROCK Feat. 95.666 0.299 
706 4096.754 3265.551 95.415 *BB21-BR ROCK Feat. 95.567 0.152 
709 4096.984 3257.068 95.712 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 95.760 0.048 
710 4094.973 3260.818 96.821 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 96.876 0.055 
711 4094.903 3264.749 97.447 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 97.467 0.020 
720 4112.601 3270.073 97.065 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 97.077 0.012 
721 4116.114 3267.502 97.331 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 97.349 0.018 
722 4117.448 3264.565 97.330 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 97.376 0.046 
723 4116.949 3261.420 96.551 *TB21-TR ROCK Feat. 96.645 0.094 
603 4138.404 3089.032 98.170 S-VENT SEW Feat. 98.335 0.165 
259 4113.603 3317.023 97.533 SH SH Grnd. 97.525 -0.008 
273 4114.875 3377.370 96.136 SH SH Grnd. 96.169 0.033 
274 4117.515 3370.855 97.287 SH SH Grnd. 97.305 0.018 
277 4126.404 3358.643 99.510 SH SH Grnd. 99.505 -0.005 
279 4126.729 3350.094 100.044 SH SH Grnd. 100.044 0.000 
280 4127.177 3338.143 100.064 SH SH Grnd. 100.078 0.014 
283 4128.412 3323.178 99.914 SH SH Grnd. 99.921 0.007 
284 4128.636 3309.714 99.414 SH SH Grnd. 99.443 0.029 
287 4128.094 3300.575 98.961 SH SH Grnd. 98.970 0.009 
292 4083.836 3302.968 97.256 SH SH Grnd. 97.299 0.043 
293 4080.700 3308.800 97.026 SH SH Grnd. 97.026 0.000 
294 4078.471 3319.295 96.896 SH SH Grnd. 96.907 0.011 
295 4079.104 3328.394 96.628 SH SH Grnd. 96.641 0.013 
296 4078.501 3336.872 96.313 SH SH Grnd. 96.311 -0.002 
297 4077.487 3349.045 96.027 SH SH Grnd. 96.029 0.002 
474 4099.863 2961.305 99.590 SH SH Grnd. 99.714 0.124 
475 4093.811 2961.779 99.730 SH SH Grnd. 99.840 0.110 
594 4133.313 3085.703 98.563 SH SH Grnd. 98.563 0.000 
600 4135.381 3088.653 98.436 SH SH Grnd. 98.495 0.059 
614 4144.582 3089.236 99.880 SH SH Grnd. 99.949 0.069 
728 4115.310 3246.607 96.055 SH SH Grnd. 96.065 0.010 
729 4116.599 3232.453 96.040 SH SH Grnd. 96.065 0.025 
732 4122.211 3222.046 96.290 SH SH Grnd. 96.298 0.008 
733 4117.910 3220.837 96.159 SH SH Grnd. 96.173 0.014 
734 4122.771 3209.714 96.311 SH SH Grnd. 96.317 0.006 
735 4124.636 3210.025 96.397 SH SH Grnd. 96.409 0.012 




739 4121.169 3199.343 96.350 SH SH Grnd. 96.373 0.023 
740 4122.459 3189.802 96.459 SH SH Grnd. 96.505 0.046 
741 4127.315 3189.807 96.590 SH SH Grnd. 96.609 0.019 
744 4126.803 3178.641 96.642 SH SH Grnd. 96.650 0.008 
745 4121.781 3178.575 96.511 SH SH Grnd. 96.528 0.017 
746 4120.905 3168.646 96.663 SH SH Grnd. 96.681 0.018 
747 4125.891 3167.770 96.753 SH SH Grnd. 96.776 0.023 
750 4124.414 3157.871 96.845 SH SH Grnd. 96.856 0.011 
751 4123.591 3147.874 96.977 SH SH Grnd. 96.976 -0.001 
753 4118.409 3148.224 96.826 SH SH Grnd. 96.840 0.014 
754 4119.288 3135.955 97.022 SH SH Grnd. 97.041 0.019 
755 4123.753 3136.299 97.151 SH SH Grnd. 97.160 0.009 
758 4124.054 3124.898 97.279 SH SH Grnd. 97.312 0.033 
759 4118.985 3124.725 97.090 SH SH Grnd. 97.118 0.028 
760 4119.662 3115.212 97.214 SH SH Grnd. 97.226 0.012 
761 4124.055 3115.230 97.267 SH SH Grnd. 97.289 0.022 
764 4123.751 3105.430 97.348 SH SH Grnd. 97.356 0.008 
765 4119.506 3105.418 97.284 SH SH Grnd. 97.296 0.012 
766 4124.497 3098.533 97.394 SH SH Grnd. 97.406 0.012 
769 4123.626 3083.917 97.545 SH SH Grnd. 97.558 0.013 
770 4119.592 3084.658 97.472 SH SH Grnd. 97.487 0.015 
771 4119.841 3073.746 97.611 SH SH Grnd. 97.632 0.021 
772 4123.270 3072.302 97.682 SH SH Grnd. 97.692 0.010 
778 4123.668 3055.295 97.830 SH SH Grnd. 97.866 0.036 
779 4118.055 3056.837 97.746 SH SH Grnd. 97.766 0.020 
780 4116.802 3048.464 97.862 SH SH Grnd. 97.875 0.013 
781 4121.895 3047.497 97.906 SH SH Grnd. 97.935 0.029 
784 4120.156 3037.566 98.018 SH SH Grnd. 98.042 0.024 
785 4115.486 3038.073 97.947 SH SH Grnd. 97.955 0.008 
786 4114.492 3030.845 98.021 SH SH Grnd. 98.060 0.039 
787 4119.724 3030.030 98.092 SH SH Grnd. 98.105 0.013 
793 4116.626 3016.904 98.188 SH SH Grnd. 98.192 0.004 
794 4112.770 3017.718 98.154 SH SH Grnd. 98.158 0.004 
795 4112.311 3006.387 98.226 SH SH Grnd. 98.240 0.014 
798 4110.838 2995.110 98.278 SH SH Grnd. 98.276 -0.002 
810 4083.569 2963.113 100.159 SH SH Grnd. 100.179 0.020 
811 4083.315 2965.875 99.618 SH SH Grnd. 99.624 0.006 
815 4085.383 2975.392 99.275 SH SH Grnd. 99.334 0.059 
816 4088.677 2984.125 98.818 SH SH Grnd. 98.836 0.018 
819 4093.314 2993.488 98.395 SH SH Grnd. 98.415 0.020 
820 4095.076 3003.140 98.271 SH SH Grnd. 98.299 0.028 
823 4095.988 3014.110 98.182 SH SH Grnd. 98.178 -0.004 
824 4097.383 3024.141 98.118 SH SH Grnd. 98.158 0.040 
827 4099.900 3034.283 98.005 SH SH Grnd. 98.028 0.023 
828 4100.322 3044.130 97.902 SH SH Grnd. 97.920 0.018 
831 4101.502 3054.430 97.793 SH SH Grnd. 97.819 0.026 
832 4102.084 3062.012 97.696 SH SH Grnd. 97.713 0.017 
835 4102.676 3072.133 97.664 SH SH Grnd. 97.688 0.024 
836 4103.490 3081.698 97.497 SH SH Grnd. 97.520 0.023 
839 4104.425 3092.119 97.408 SH SH Grnd. 97.426 0.018 
840 4104.247 3099.064 97.307 SH SH Grnd. 97.305 -0.002 




844 4103.540 3117.229 97.126 SH SH Grnd. 97.128 0.002 
847 4104.160 3126.141 97.082 SH SH Grnd. 97.086 0.004 
848 4103.288 3135.477 96.975 SH SH Grnd. 96.992 0.017 
851 4103.541 3146.309 96.839 SH SH Grnd. 96.849 0.010 
852 4103.573 3155.159 96.772 SH SH Grnd. 96.777 0.005 
855 4104.072 3166.409 96.655 SH SH Grnd. 96.696 0.041 
856 4104.630 3176.688 96.589 SH SH Grnd. 96.591 0.002 
859 4104.203 3189.056 96.393 SH SH Grnd. 96.387 -0.006 
860 4103.193 3201.534 96.219 SH SH Grnd. 96.234 0.015 
863 4101.739 3216.174 96.087 SH SH Grnd. 96.105 0.018 
864 4099.293 3229.537 96.025 SH SH Grnd. 96.055 0.030 
867 4098.181 3242.390 95.989 SH SH Grnd. 96.012 0.023 
868 4097.005 3250.399 95.930 SH SH Grnd. 95.944 0.014 
881 4124.509 3257.982 98.487 SH SH Grnd. 98.499 0.012 
882 4125.882 3252.664 97.687 SH SH Grnd. 97.741 0.054 
885 4134.135 3246.600 99.088 SH SH Grnd. 99.097 0.009 
886 4127.714 3245.484 97.699 SH SH Grnd. 97.714 0.015 
887 4131.176 3232.972 98.032 SH SH Grnd. 98.040 0.008 
888 4136.792 3233.885 99.115 SH SH Grnd. 99.110 -0.005 
891 4138.464 3219.058 99.046 SH SH Grnd. 99.062 0.016 
892 4132.955 3217.691 98.093 SH SH Grnd. 98.101 0.008 
894 4136.386 3205.801 98.491 SH SH Grnd. 98.502 0.011 
895 4142.112 3205.717 99.466 SH SH Grnd. 99.487 0.021 
898 4144.107 3189.397 99.792 SH SH Grnd. 99.792 0.000 
899 4137.362 3188.406 98.458 SH SH Grnd. 98.474 0.016 
900 4137.830 3175.508 98.556 SH SH Grnd. 98.563 0.007 
901 4145.505 3175.092 100.045 SH SH Grnd. 100.102 0.057 
904 4143.985 3157.663 100.175 SH SH Grnd. 100.186 0.011 
905 4136.692 3157.566 98.916 SH SH Grnd. 98.941 0.025 
906 4134.233 3141.946 98.830 SH SH Grnd. 98.839 0.009 
907 4140.088 3140.619 99.956 SH SH Grnd. 99.952 -0.004 
910 4137.932 3122.448 99.631 SH SH Grnd. 99.632 0.001 
911 4132.918 3121.823 98.665 SH SH Grnd. 98.685 0.020 
912 4133.322 3107.860 98.741 SH SH Grnd. 98.774 0.033 
913 4139.160 3107.477 99.864 SH SH Grnd. 99.878 0.014 
919 4152.339 3094.203 101.348 SH SH Grnd. 101.380 0.032 
920 4159.428 3088.176 101.417 SH SH Grnd. 101.464 0.047 
926 4145.702 3067.784 100.884 SH SH Grnd. 100.903 0.019 
928 4133.647 3070.794 99.299 SH SH Grnd. 99.313 0.014 
931 4139.756 3057.354 99.965 SH SH Grnd. 100.061 0.096 
932 4138.896 3051.466 99.988 SH SH Grnd. 100.009 0.021 
935 4138.029 3041.754 100.111 SH SH Grnd. 100.186 0.075 
936 4128.145 3042.888 99.095 SH SH Grnd. 99.081 -0.014 
937 4126.949 3029.369 99.271 SH SH Grnd. 99.283 0.012 
939 4137.921 3029.499 100.449 SH SH Grnd. 100.475 0.026 
941 4137.146 3019.804 100.449 SH SH Grnd. 100.508 0.059 
944 4136.543 3012.796 100.522 SH SH Grnd. 100.526 0.004 
946 4130.173 3000.434 99.979 SH SH Grnd. 100.009 0.030 
947 4122.359 3001.842 98.987 SH SH Grnd. 99.023 0.036 
948 4122.200 2987.346 99.182 SH SH Grnd. 99.196 0.014 
949 4129.290 2985.930 100.139 SH SH Grnd. 100.161 0.022 




955 4119.975 2974.703 99.657 SH SH Grnd. 99.671 0.014 
956 4119.663 2966.312 100.348 SH SH Grnd. 100.384 0.036 
957 4126.531 2964.276 100.950 SH SH Grnd. 100.957 0.007 
959 4131.603 2962.461 101.619 SH SH Grnd. 101.700 0.081 
960 4128.872 2950.033 101.904 SH SH Grnd. 101.910 0.006 
962 4118.795 2954.304 101.255 SH SH Grnd. 101.260 0.005 
963 4112.244 2956.980 100.804 SH SH Grnd. 100.840 0.036 
964 4107.413 2949.159 101.492 SH SH Grnd. 101.513 0.021 
965 4116.382 2946.384 101.677 SH SH Grnd. 101.675 -0.002 
966 4122.170 2943.136 101.864 SH SH Grnd. 101.887 0.023 
967 4126.028 2939.776 101.916 SH SH Grnd. 101.924 0.008 
968 4124.107 2934.747 102.043 SH SH Grnd. 102.079 0.036 
969 4116.059 2937.863 102.001 SH SH Grnd. 102.018 0.017 
970 4108.183 2941.527 101.892 SH SH Grnd. 101.917 0.025 
971 4109.156 2947.524 101.589 SH SH Grnd. 101.609 0.020 
972 4098.688 2946.430 101.773 SH SH Grnd. 101.784 0.011 
973 4099.266 2950.577 101.404 SH SH Grnd. 101.429 0.025 
974 4090.383 2953.081 101.344 SH SH Grnd. 101.399 0.055 
975 4088.622 2950.482 101.611 SH SH Grnd. 101.636 0.025 
976 4077.945 2956.898 101.496 SH SH Grnd. 101.512 0.016 
977 4078.530 2960.378 101.260 SH SH Grnd. 101.258 -0.002 
978 4069.803 2961.508 101.468 SH SH Grnd. 101.477 0.009 
979 4070.893 2967.694 101.291 SH SH Grnd. 101.328 0.037 
980 4075.096 2966.609 101.170 SH SH Grnd. 101.207 0.037 
981 4062.723 2964.795 101.338 SH SH Grnd. 101.367 0.029 
982 4071.135 2975.243 101.069 SH SH Grnd. 101.112 0.043 
983 4076.004 2976.009 100.689 SH SH Grnd. 100.729 0.040 
984 4077.331 2985.429 100.469 SH SH Grnd. 100.480 0.011 
985 4079.455 2994.674 100.192 SH SH Grnd. 100.195 0.003 
986 4082.818 3005.846 99.616 SH SH Grnd. 99.653 0.037 
987 4085.260 3015.132 99.318 SH SH Grnd. 99.326 0.008 
988 4087.087 3024.658 99.110 SH SH Grnd. 99.137 0.027 
989 4088.684 3034.404 98.962 SH SH Grnd. 99.002 0.040 
990 4090.023 3045.904 98.825 SH SH Grnd. 98.876 0.051 
991 4091.110 3055.340 98.736 SH SH Grnd. 98.753 0.017 
992 4091.892 3066.578 98.759 SH SH Grnd. 98.798 0.039 
993 4093.011 3075.952 98.658 SH SH Grnd. 98.659 0.001 
994 4093.725 3085.393 98.458 SH SH Grnd. 98.491 0.033 
995 4094.188 3096.151 98.242 SH SH Grnd. 98.258 0.016 
996 4094.868 3108.234 97.970 SH SH Grnd. 97.986 0.016 
997 4095.397 3122.360 97.646 SH SH Grnd. 97.698 0.052 
998 4095.564 3135.588 97.577 SH SH Grnd. 97.633 0.056 
999 4094.962 3149.983 97.482 SH SH Grnd. 97.505 0.023 
1000 4094.418 3164.511 97.553 SH SH Grnd. 97.585 0.032 
1001 4093.817 3170.841 97.471 SH SH Grnd. 97.556 0.085 
1002 4093.732 3184.591 97.523 SH SH Grnd. 97.558 0.035 
1003 4092.260 3198.807 97.473 SH SH Grnd. 97.510 0.037 
1004 4091.538 3213.607 97.232 SH SH Grnd. 97.246 0.014 
1005 4090.390 3228.025 96.848 SH SH Grnd. 96.882 0.034 
1006 4089.010 3243.645 96.834 SH SH Grnd. 96.892 0.058 
1007 4088.433 3254.492 96.820 SH SH Grnd. 96.877 0.057 




1009 4086.807 3270.048 98.195 SH SH Grnd. 98.211 0.016 
1010 4086.570 3272.891 98.380 SH SH Grnd. 98.404 0.024 
1011 4121.551 3275.317 98.678 SH SH Grnd. 98.674 -0.004 
1012 4130.939 3274.635 98.743 SH SH Grnd. 98.727 -0.016 
1013 4132.998 3268.912 99.751 SH SH Grnd. 99.752 0.001 
1014 4127.920 3268.329 99.392 SH SH Grnd. 99.391 -0.001 
1015 4138.295 3269.612 100.135 SH SH Grnd. 100.154 0.019 
1016 4143.630 3260.219 100.430 SH SH Grnd. 100.431 0.001 
1017 4148.788 3252.365 100.379 SH SH Grnd. 100.360 -0.019 
1018 4144.066 3249.219 100.281 SH SH Grnd. 100.272 -0.009 
1019 4148.881 3238.582 100.457 SH SH Grnd. 100.456 -0.001 
1020 4158.640 3239.636 100.649 SH SH Grnd. 100.651 0.002 
1021 4160.984 3225.397 100.909 SH SH Grnd. 100.934 0.025 
1022 4153.099 3222.610 100.749 SH SH Grnd. 100.758 0.009 
1023 4155.686 3207.896 100.993 SH SH Grnd. 101.005 0.012 
1024 4164.600 3207.283 101.148 SH SH Grnd. 101.179 0.031 
1026 4165.988 3192.512 101.432 SH SH Grnd. 101.478 0.046 
1027 4158.691 3190.417 101.346 SH SH Grnd. 101.369 0.023 
1028 4161.094 3174.996 101.573 SH SH Grnd. 101.597 0.024 
1029 4170.089 3174.474 101.652 SH SH Grnd. 101.677 0.025 
1030 4169.810 3159.409 101.524 SH SH Grnd. 101.550 0.026 
1031 4159.157 3158.367 101.432 SH SH Grnd. 101.453 0.021 
1032 4157.567 3142.313 101.407 SH SH Grnd. 101.424 0.017 
1033 4164.693 3139.946 101.413 SH SH Grnd. 101.420 0.007 
1034 4165.321 3125.105 101.300 SH SH Grnd. 101.346 0.046 
1035 4157.071 3124.848 101.130 SH SH Grnd. 101.181 0.051 
1036 4155.836 3111.189 101.302 SH SH Grnd. 101.326 0.024 
1037 4165.105 3107.788 101.451 SH SH Grnd. 101.474 0.023 
1039 4168.575 3091.829 101.589 SH SH Grnd. 101.621 0.032 
1040 4158.393 3092.293 101.422 SH SH Grnd. 101.471 0.049 
58 4124.829 3353.688 99.887 TARGET ST Grnd. 99.866 -0.021 
59 4119.764 3159.802 96.728 TARGET ST Grnd. 96.719 -0.009 
60 4116.480 3103.810 97.205 TARGET ST Grnd. 97.223 0.018 
62 4077.116 3379.193 95.354 TARGET ST Grnd. 95.334 -0.020 
63 4100.508 3381.137 95.231 TARGET ST Grnd. 95.237 0.006 
64 4097.185 3352.714 94.518 TARGET ST Grnd. 94.521 0.003 
65 4098.432 3321.905 94.524 TARGET ST Grnd. 94.518 -0.006 
311 4097.804 2956.327 100.698 TARGET ST Grnd. 100.705 0.007 
315 4132.382 2975.507 101.139 PEGFD ST Grnd. 101.180 0.041 
316 4106.672 2987.730 98.364 TARGET ST Grnd. 98.354 -0.010 
318 4136.058 3086.103 99.122 TARGET ST Grnd. 99.136 0.014 
319 4134.663 3087.261 99.001 NAIL-HW ST Grnd. 98.984 -0.017 
321 4168.015 3215.770 101.147 TARGET ST Grnd. 101.152 0.005 
322 4106.048 3247.174 95.508 TARGET ST Grnd. 95.491 -0.017 
231 4070.590 3378.130 95.918 *TRW WALL Feat. 95.726 -0.192 
233 4071.301 3372.173 96.823 *TRW WALL Feat. 96.715 -0.108 
236 4073.258 3355.419 97.408 *TRW WALL Feat. 97.227 -0.181 
240 4076.463 3328.831 98.308 *TRW WALL Feat. 98.215 -0.093 
242 4073.646 3328.477 98.307 *TRW WALL Feat. 98.277 -0.030 
245 4075.955 3307.501 98.606 *TRW WALL Feat. 98.308 -0.298 
250 4089.779 3294.760 98.621 *TRW WALL Feat. 98.390 -0.231 




376 4063.066 2967.546 101.587 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.530 -0.057 
377 4063.299 2967.422 101.586 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.499 -0.087 
378 4065.461 2971.682 101.574 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.537 -0.037 
379 4068.104 2977.111 101.573 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.502 -0.071 
380 4069.566 2980.399 101.573 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.299 -0.274 
381 4069.603 2980.458 101.270 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.242 -0.028 
382 4070.635 2982.817 101.266 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.212 -0.054 
383 4072.944 2988.396 101.266 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.212 -0.054 
384 4075.299 2994.604 101.257 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.220 -0.037 
385 4075.937 2996.332 101.257 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.185 -0.072 
386 4077.434 3000.857 101.271 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 101.104 -0.167 
387 4077.471 3000.935 100.969 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.944 -0.025 
388 4079.047 3005.701 100.981 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.921 -0.060 
389 4080.725 3011.480 100.977 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.948 -0.029 
390 4082.472 3018.502 100.973 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.912 -0.061 
391 4083.884 3024.910 100.984 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.802 -0.182 
392 4083.910 3024.981 100.687 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.749 0.062 
393 4085.005 3030.629 100.695 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.597 -0.098 
394 4086.160 3037.744 100.680 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.639 -0.041 
395 4087.055 3044.842 100.677 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.603 -0.075 
396 4087.680 3050.794 100.674 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.518 -0.156 
397 4088.037 3054.425 100.672 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.376 -0.296 
398 4088.021 3054.485 100.369 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.392 0.023 
399 4088.516 3061.337 100.377 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.277 -0.100 
400 4089.025 3068.038 100.394 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.328 -0.066 
401 4089.644 3076.408 100.402 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.289 -0.113 
402 4090.320 3085.715 100.389 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.336 -0.053 
403 4090.735 3091.415 100.387 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.351 -0.036 
404 4091.356 3100.684 100.391 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.366 -0.025 
405 4091.769 3107.670 100.385 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.198 -0.187 
406 4092.075 3114.292 100.393 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.318 -0.075 
407 4092.242 3122.096 100.399 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.180 -0.219 
408 4092.384 3129.941 100.407 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.292 -0.115 
409 4092.383 3135.310 100.405 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.188 -0.217 
410 4092.385 3135.455 100.102 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.070 -0.032 
411 4092.439 3142.846 100.099 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.989 -0.110 
412 4092.238 3151.281 100.107 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.014 -0.093 
413 4092.003 3157.930 100.104 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.053 -0.051 
414 4091.833 3162.748 100.116 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.984 -0.132 
415 4091.517 3168.190 100.118 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.075 -0.043 
416 4091.114 3174.729 100.118 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.996 -0.122 
417 4090.642 3181.970 100.102 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.910 -0.192 
418 4090.135 3189.751 100.102 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 100.007 -0.095 
419 4089.470 3199.933 100.107 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.823 -0.284 
420 4089.147 3204.764 100.111 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.859 -0.252 
421 4089.150 3204.819 99.810 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.808 -0.002 
422 4088.727 3211.692 99.811 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.217 -0.594 
423 4088.432 3215.939 99.808 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.718 -0.090 
424 4088.193 3218.312 99.812 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.669 -0.143 
425 4087.737 3222.472 99.816 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.630 -0.186 
426 4087.750 3222.536 99.516 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.608 0.092 




428 4086.363 3235.371 99.503 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.304 -0.199 
429 4086.364 3235.442 99.208 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.250 0.042 
430 4085.683 3241.662 99.218 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 99.038 -0.180 
431 4085.064 3247.642 99.213 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.991 -0.222 
432 4084.368 3254.246 99.218 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.850 -0.368 
433 4084.361 3254.308 98.914 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.848 -0.066 
434 4083.618 3261.225 98.921 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.862 -0.059 
435 4082.654 3270.096 98.897 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.634 -0.263 
436 4082.652 3270.179 98.612 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.568 -0.044 
437 4082.470 3271.876 98.593 *TRW01 WALL Feat. 98.549 -0.044 











H.1 Raw Data 
Table 29. Area 2, reduced topographical data obtained by terrestrial GNSS survey. 
Reduced Topographical Data 
Point Easting Northing RL Code Layer Class 
2995 294020.717 6233211.294 100.453 *CG BANK Ground 
2996 294013.891 6233210.066 100.881 *BB BANK Ground 
2997 294006.159 6233208.822 101.740 *TB BANK Ground 
2998 294008.493 6233194.969 102.107 *TB BANK Ground 
2999 294015.864 6233196.154 101.178 *BB BANK Ground 
3000 294022.494 6233196.920 100.791 *CG BANK Ground 
3001 294024.975 6233182.432 101.161 *CG BANK Ground 
3002 294018.416 6233181.417 101.597 *BB BANK Ground 
3003 294010.920 6233180.374 102.531 *TB BANK Ground 
3004 294012.694 6233168.255 102.806 *TB BANK Ground 
3005 294020.539 6233169.392 101.882 *BB BANK Ground 
3006 294027.244 6233170.331 101.360 *CG BANK Ground 
3007 294029.830 6233155.190 101.716 *CG BANK Ground 
3008 294022.989 6233154.059 102.190 *BB BANK Ground 
3009 294014.233 6233152.372 103.192 *TB BANK Ground 
3010 294016.318 6233138.753 103.370 *TB BANK Ground 
3011 294025.586 6233140.112 102.245 *BB BANK Ground 
3012 294028.369 6233126.907 102.179 *BB BANK Ground 
3013 294019.292 6233125.675 103.298 *TB BANK Ground 
3014 294021.245 6233111.601 103.259 *TB BANK Ground 
3015 294029.781 6233111.900 102.097 *BB BANK Ground 
3016 294030.263 6233098.466 102.143 *BB BANK Ground 
3017 294023.016 6233098.437 103.048 *TB BANK Ground 
3018 294022.365 6233084.843 102.870 *TB BANK Ground 
3019 294030.326 6233082.658 101.807 *BB BANK Ground 
3020 294027.467 6233070.856 101.635 *BB BANK Ground 
3021 294018.818 6233073.401 102.721 *TB BANK Ground 
3022 294044.296 6233064.042 101.489 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3023 294050.508 6233062.808 102.164 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3024 294052.563 6233077.780 102.164 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3025 294049.719 6233078.467 101.669 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3026 294051.983 6233091.673 101.769 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3027 294054.892 6233091.862 102.176 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3028 294054.036 6233105.778 102.278 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3029 294051.321 6233105.998 101.821 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3030 294049.740 6233119.734 101.930 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3031 294053.093 6233120.367 102.290 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3032 294049.584 6233134.921 102.344 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3033 294047.187 6233135.111 102.117 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3034 294045.232 6233148.910 102.143 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3035 294047.367 6233149.023 102.323 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3036 294045.482 6233162.282 102.198 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3037 294043.123 6233162.359 101.931 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3038 294041.000 6233176.418 101.624 *BB1 BANK Ground 




3040 294042.907 6233189.511 101.759 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3041 294041.173 6233198.765 101.534 *TB1 BANK Ground 
3042 294038.581 6233190.984 101.207 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3045 294038.863 6233194.004 101.188 *BB1 BANK Ground 
3046 294037.816 6233202.182 101.147 *BB1 BANK Ground 
2921 294036.102 6233059.051 101.241 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2925 294029.346 6233062.395 101.230 *BK BTK Feature 
2926 294032.865 6233071.290 101.257 *BK BTK Feature 
2930 294039.862 6233068.478 101.258 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2931 294042.477 6233077.673 101.340 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2935 294035.293 6233079.675 101.335 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2936 294036.950 6233088.597 101.437 *BK BTK Feature 
2940 294044.321 6233087.003 101.434 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2941 294045.258 6233096.095 101.531 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2945 294037.726 6233096.489 101.531 *BK BTK Feature 
2946 294037.867 6233105.446 101.638 *BK BTK Feature 
2950 294045.322 6233105.235 101.627 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2951 294044.421 6233116.037 101.736 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2956 294037.044 6233114.879 101.724 *BK BTK Feature 
2957 294034.472 6233130.942 101.887 *BK BTK Feature 
2961 294041.926 6233132.039 101.882 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2962 294039.795 6233145.347 101.923 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2967 294032.556 6233142.857 101.932 *BK BTK Feature 
2968 294030.441 6233156.135 101.802 *BK BTK Feature 
2972 294037.916 6233157.104 101.775 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2973 294035.671 6233171.118 101.494 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2977 294028.224 6233169.930 101.501 *BK BTK Feature 
2978 294026.064 6233183.484 101.185 *BK BTK Feature 
2982 294033.484 6233184.676 101.169 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2983 294031.494 6233197.025 100.889 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2988 294024.199 6233194.943 100.930 *BK BTK Feature 
2989 294022.354 6233206.770 100.654 *BK BTK Feature 
2993 294029.768 6233207.927 100.638 *BK1 BTK Feature 
2899 294066.790 6233273.634 98.566 SSM167763FD-TK CHK Feature 
2922 294035.910 6233059.113 101.096 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2924 294029.526 6233062.315 101.088 *IK IKB Feature 
2927 294033.030 6233071.213 101.101 *IK IKB Feature 
2929 294039.705 6233068.575 101.113 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2932 294042.299 6233077.719 101.191 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2934 294035.457 6233079.631 101.186 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2937 294037.112 6233088.557 101.279 *IK IKB Feature 
2939 294044.143 6233087.062 101.286 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2942 294045.077 6233096.112 101.379 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2944 294037.907 6233096.507 101.380 *IK IKB Feature 
2947 294038.045 6233105.423 101.485 *IK IKB Feature 
2949 294045.153 6233105.281 101.466 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2952 294044.244 6233116.029 101.573 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2955 294037.217 6233114.924 101.576 *IK IKB Feature 
2958 294034.646 6233130.961 101.739 *IK IKB Feature 
2960 294041.760 6233132.025 101.728 *IK IKB Feature 
2963 294039.630 6233145.315 101.767 *IK1 IKB Feature 




2969 294030.610 6233156.159 101.633 *IK IKB Feature 
2971 294037.735 6233157.092 101.624 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2974 294035.501 6233171.070 101.339 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2976 294028.395 6233169.966 101.331 *IK IKB Feature 
2979 294026.217 6233183.510 101.015 *IK IKB Feature 
2981 294033.326 6233184.606 101.024 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2984 294031.337 6233196.989 100.747 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2987 294024.398 6233194.971 100.757 *IK IKB Feature 
2990 294022.511 6233206.767 100.485 *IK IKB Feature 
2992 294029.569 6233207.880 100.483 *IK1 IKB Feature 
2923 294032.675 6233060.883 101.002 *CL RCL Ground 
2928 294036.374 6233069.824 101.010 *CL RCL Ground 
2933 294039.022 6233078.444 101.082 *CL RCL Ground 
2938 294040.475 6233087.763 101.183 *CL RCL Ground 
2943 294041.695 6233096.171 101.286 *CL RCL Ground 
2948 294041.559 6233105.315 101.349 *CL RCL Ground 
2954 294040.760 6233115.553 101.493 *CL RCL Ground 
2959 294038.214 6233131.487 101.626 *CL RCL Ground 
2965 294036.284 6233143.441 101.651 *CL RCL Ground 
2970 294034.134 6233156.544 101.518 *CL RCL Ground 
2975 294031.949 6233170.532 101.214 *CL RCL Ground 
2980 294029.617 6233183.998 100.906 *CL RCL Ground 
2986 294027.943 6233195.584 100.630 *CL RCL Ground 
2991 294025.889 6233207.270 100.364 *CL RCL Ground 
2900 294026.760 6233199.892 100.581 *SWP SWP Feature 
2901 294027.639 6233200.025 100.580 *SWP SWP Feature 
2902 294027.790 6233199.039 100.591 *SWP SWP Feature 
2903 294026.904 6233198.900 100.599 *SWP SWP Feature 
2904 294029.752 6233186.961 100.861 *SWP1 SWP Feature 
2905 294029.921 6233185.976 100.891 *SWP1 SWP Feature 
2906 294029.040 6233185.831 100.900 *SWP1 SWP Feature 
2907 294028.871 6233186.825 100.870 *SWP1 SWP Feature 
2908 294034.959 6233154.421 101.578 *SWP2 SWP Feature 
2909 294035.094 6233153.428 101.608 *SWP2 SWP Feature 
2910 294034.202 6233153.301 101.608 *SWP2 SWP Feature 
2911 294034.060 6233154.315 101.589 *SWP2 SWP Feature 
2912 294041.232 6233114.703 101.528 *SWP3 SWP Feature 
2913 294041.388 6233113.717 101.501 *SWP3 SWP Feature 
2914 294040.496 6233113.577 101.510 *SWP3 SWP Feature 
2915 294040.357 6233114.565 101.522 *SWP3 SWP Feature 
2916 294039.788 6233081.050 101.137 *SWP4 SWP Feature 
2917 294039.715 6233080.061 101.131 *SWP4 SWP Feature 
2918 294038.822 6233080.120 101.131 *SWP4 SWP Feature 
2919 294038.905 6233081.123 101.149 *SWP4 SWP Feature 
3043 294040.553 6233192.039 101.272 *BB1*SWP0 SWP Feature 
3044 294040.404 6233193.280 101.264 *BB1*SWP0 SWP Feature 
3048 294039.167 6233193.089 101.260 *SWP0 SWP Feature 
3049 294039.372 6233191.824 101.265 *SWP0 SWP Feature 
2827 294014.755 6233208.734 100.887 T2 TARGET Ground 
2828 293990.946 6233210.164 101.909 T3 TARGET Ground 
2830 293941.949 6233213.848 101.890 T5 TARGET Ground 




2833 293883.410 6233198.931 101.499 T8 TARGET Ground 
2834 293875.473 6233175.941 101.504 T9 TARGET Ground 
2836 293860.961 6233134.315 101.535 T11 TARGET Ground 
2837 293854.191 6233111.771 101.524 T12 TARGET Ground 
2839 293869.134 6233091.939 101.432 T14 TARGET Ground 
2840 293893.126 6233088.344 101.615 T15 TARGET Ground 
2841 293918.250 6233085.134 101.838 T16 TARGET Ground 
2843 293967.747 6233078.922 102.298 T18 TARGET Ground 
2844 293992.536 6233075.872 102.499 T19 TARGET Ground 
2845 294016.055 6233073.170 102.707 T20 TARGET Ground 
2846 294039.774 6233070.454 101.111 T21 TARGET Ground 
2848 294059.516 6233092.339 102.288 T23 TARGET Ground 
2849 294057.857 6233115.734 102.306 T24 TARGET Ground 
2851 294050.255 6233161.937 102.065 T26 TARGET Ground 
2852 294048.270 6233184.490 101.984 T27 TARGET Ground 
2853 294025.483 6233190.294 100.811 T28 TARGET Ground 
2854 294007.049 6233187.983 102.357 T29 TARGET Ground 
2855 293986.284 6233189.220 102.402 T30 TARGET Ground 
2856 293963.028 6233190.513 102.333 T31 TARGET Ground 
2857 293939.706 6233194.684 102.040 T32 TARGET Ground 
2858 293917.663 6233196.331 101.741 T33 TARGET Ground 
2859 293902.396 6233197.042 101.567 T34 TARGET Ground 
2860 293893.513 6233174.567 101.499 T35 TARGET Ground 
2861 293913.934 6233173.671 101.713 T36 TARGET Ground 
2862 293937.120 6233171.521 101.985 T37 TARGET Ground 
2863 293961.665 6233168.767 102.262 T38 TARGET Ground 
2864 293984.106 6233167.145 102.649 T39 TARGET Ground 
2865 294007.177 6233164.499 102.932 T40 TARGET Ground 
2866 294029.258 6233166.593 101.392 T41 TARGET Ground 
2867 294033.056 6233142.882 101.746 T42 TARGET Ground 
2868 294010.347 6233144.067 103.204 T43 TARGET Ground 
2869 293986.141 6233145.886 102.686 T44 TARGET Ground 
2871 293938.703 6233149.514 102.079 T46 TARGET Ground 
2872 293914.877 6233151.419 101.811 T47 TARGET Ground 
2873 293893.871 6233152.728 101.539 T48 TARGET Ground 
2874 293882.418 6233132.614 101.512 T49 TARGET Ground 
2875 293906.193 6233130.957 101.699 T50 TARGET Ground 
2876 293929.438 6233129.258 102.020 T51 TARGET Ground 
2877 293952.815 6233127.109 102.322 T52 TARGET Ground 
2878 293976.211 6233124.115 102.703 T53 TARGET Ground 
2879 293997.044 6233122.440 103.076 T54 TARGET Ground 
2880 294014.163 6233120.011 103.277 T55 TARGET Ground 
2881 294036.879 6233119.199 101.595 T56 TARGET Ground 
2882 294038.229 6233095.260 101.345 T57 TARGET Ground 
2883 294016.247 6233096.695 102.998 T58 TARGET Ground 
2884 293993.381 6233098.750 102.815 T59 TARGET Ground 
2885 293968.944 6233100.924 102.610 T60 TARGET Ground 
2886 293945.209 6233103.187 102.284 T61 TARGET Ground 
2887 293920.603 6233105.322 101.954 T62 TARGET Ground 
2888 293895.777 6233107.674 101.629 T63 TARGET Ground 
2889 293873.978 6233109.650 101.549 T64 TARGET Ground 




3053 293868.722 6233154.788 101.501 T10-AVG TARGET Ground 
3054 293848.673 6233095.733 101.382 T13-AVG TARGET Ground 
3055 293944.072 6233082.036 102.099 T17-AVG TARGET Ground 
3056 294061.028 6233069.704 102.305 T22-AVG TARGET Ground 
3057 294053.978 6233138.885 102.238 T25-AVG TARGET Ground 
3058 293965.492 6233211.524 101.974 T4-AVG TARGET Ground 
3059 293962.737 6233147.480 102.408 T45-AVG TARGET Ground 
3060 293891.207 6233220.405 101.489 T7-AVG TARGET Ground 






H.2 Digital Elevation Model Height Differences 
Table 30. Area 2, interpreted DEM height differences from terrestrial GNSS survey. 
Topographical Data 
Photogrammetry Interpretation 
80m Altitude 60m Altitude 







2995 *CG BANK 100.498 0.045 100.511 0.058 
2996 *BB BANK 100.914 0.033 100.914 0.033 
2997 *TB BANK 101.766 0.026 101.765 0.025 
2998 *TB BANK 102.125 0.018 102.131 0.024 
2999 *BB BANK 101.214 0.036 101.224 0.046 
3000 *CG BANK 100.830 0.039 100.830 0.039 
3001 *CG BANK 101.178 0.017 101.182 0.021 
3002 *BB BANK 101.629 0.032 101.634 0.037 
3003 *TB BANK 102.547 0.016 102.546 0.015 
3004 *TB BANK 102.823 0.017 102.831 0.025 
3005 *BB BANK 101.910 0.028 101.904 0.022 
3006 *CG BANK 101.424 0.064 101.429 0.069 
3007 *CG BANK 101.767 0.051 101.790 0.074 
3008 *BB BANK 102.223 0.033 102.218 0.028 
3009 *TB BANK 103.203 0.011 103.212 0.020 
3010 *TB BANK 103.385 0.015 103.382 0.012 
3011 *BB BANK 102.277 0.032 102.266 0.021 
3012 *BB BANK 102.193 0.014 102.191 0.012 
3013 *TB BANK 103.305 0.007 103.310 0.012 
3014 *TB BANK 103.273 0.014 103.279 0.020 
3015 *BB BANK 102.124 0.027 102.126 0.029 
3016 *BB BANK 102.166 0.023 102.160 0.017 
3017 *TB BANK 103.063 0.015 103.071 0.023 
3018 *TB BANK 102.887 0.017 102.882 0.012 
3019 *BB BANK 101.830 0.023 101.816 0.009 
3020 *BB BANK 101.671 0.036 101.649 0.014 
3021 *TB BANK 102.731 0.010 102.718 -0.003 
3022 *BB1 BANK 101.533 0.044 101.509 0.020 
3023 *TB1 BANK 102.183 0.019 102.170 0.006 
3024 *TB1 BANK 102.193 0.029 102.167 0.003 
3025 *BB1 BANK 101.683 0.014 101.676 0.007 
3026 *BB1 BANK 101.777 0.008 101.775 0.006 
3027 *TB1 BANK 102.208 0.032 102.191 0.015 
3028 *TB1 BANK 102.287 0.009 102.289 0.011 
3029 *BB1 BANK 101.847 0.026 101.846 0.025 
3030 *BB1 BANK 101.959 0.029 101.963 0.033 
3031 *TB1 BANK 102.302 0.012 102.313 0.023 
3032 *TB1 BANK 102.363 0.019 102.357 0.013 
3033 *BB1 BANK 102.136 0.019 102.128 0.011 
3034 *BB1 BANK 102.146 0.003 102.155 0.012 
3035 *TB1 BANK 102.351 0.028 102.341 0.018 
3036 *TB1 BANK 102.212 0.014 102.215 0.017 




3038 *BB1 BANK 101.651 0.027 101.653 0.029 
3039 *TB1 BANK 102.064 0.021 102.069 0.026 
3040 *TB1 BANK 101.776 0.017 101.782 0.023 
3041 *TB1 BANK 101.546 0.012 101.565 0.031 
3042 *BB1 BANK 101.241 0.034 101.245 0.038 
3045 *BB1 BANK 101.209 0.021 101.210 0.022 
3046 *BB1 BANK 101.170 0.023 101.177 0.030 
2921 *BK1 BTK 101.228 -0.013 101.216 -0.025 
2925 *BK BTK 101.222 -0.008 101.193 -0.037 
2926 *BK BTK 101.237 -0.020 101.225 -0.032 
2930 *BK1 BTK 101.250 -0.008 101.234 -0.024 
2931 *BK1 BTK 101.323 -0.017 101.317 -0.023 
2935 *BK1 BTK 101.315 -0.020 101.313 -0.022 
2936 *BK BTK 101.418 -0.019 101.420 -0.017 
2940 *BK1 BTK 101.422 -0.012 101.419 -0.015 
2941 *BK1 BTK 101.522 -0.009 101.509 -0.022 
2945 *BK BTK 101.500 -0.031 101.510 -0.021 
2946 *BK BTK 101.618 -0.020 101.629 -0.009 
2950 *BK1 BTK 101.600 -0.027 101.597 -0.030 
2951 *BK1 BTK 101.718 -0.018 101.719 -0.017 
2956 *BK BTK 101.699 -0.025 101.706 -0.018 
2957 *BK BTK 101.875 -0.012 101.878 -0.009 
2961 *BK1 BTK 101.872 -0.010 101.865 -0.017 
2962 *BK1 BTK 101.894 -0.029 101.899 -0.024 
2967 *BK BTK 101.931 -0.001 101.924 -0.008 
2968 *BK BTK 101.783 -0.019 101.775 -0.027 
2972 *BK1 BTK 101.767 -0.008 101.761 -0.014 
2973 *BK1 BTK 101.474 -0.020 101.490 -0.004 
2977 *BK BTK 101.489 -0.012 101.485 -0.016 
2978 *BK BTK 101.166 -0.019 101.177 -0.008 
2982 *BK1 BTK 101.163 -0.006 101.172 0.003 
2983 *BK1 BTK 100.891 0.002 100.890 0.001 
2988 *BK BTK 100.918 -0.012 100.907 -0.023 
2989 *BK BTK 100.637 -0.017 100.628 -0.026 
2993 *BK1 BTK 100.638 0.000 100.649 0.011 
2899 SSM167763FD-TK CHK 98.385 -0.181 98.549 -0.017 
2922 *IK1 IKB 101.161 0.065 101.134 0.038 
2924 *IK IKB 101.173 0.085 101.174 0.086 
2927 *IK IKB 101.183 0.082 101.182 0.081 
2929 *IK1 IKB 101.190 0.077 101.168 0.055 
2932 *IK1 IKB 101.264 0.073 101.253 0.062 
2934 *IK1 IKB 101.269 0.083 101.262 0.076 
2937 *IK IKB 101.364 0.085 101.353 0.074 
2939 *IK1 IKB 101.360 0.074 101.336 0.050 
2942 *IK1 IKB 101.462 0.083 101.441 0.062 
2944 *IK IKB 101.473 0.093 101.443 0.063 
2947 *IK IKB 101.541 0.056 101.551 0.066 
2949 *IK1 IKB 101.559 0.093 101.546 0.080 
2952 *IK1 IKB 101.689 0.116 101.638 0.065 
2955 *IK IKB 101.659 0.083 101.625 0.049 
2958 *IK IKB 101.824 0.085 101.807 0.068 




2963 *IK1 IKB 101.862 0.095 101.824 0.057 
2966 *IK IKB 101.903 0.124 101.847 0.068 
2969 *IK IKB 101.733 0.100 101.702 0.069 
2971 *IK1 IKB 101.711 0.087 101.682 0.058 
2974 *IK1 IKB 101.437 0.098 101.412 0.073 
2976 *IK IKB 101.468 0.137 101.438 0.107 
2979 *IK IKB 101.147 0.132 101.111 0.096 
2981 *IK1 IKB 101.154 0.130 101.098 0.074 
2984 *IK1 IKB 100.838 0.091 100.822 0.075 
2987 *IK IKB 100.900 0.143 100.838 0.081 
2990 *IK IKB 100.596 0.111 100.574 0.089 
2992 *IK1 IKB 100.587 0.104 100.576 0.093 
2923 *CL RCL 101.010 0.008 101.002 0.000 
2928 *CL RCL 101.030 0.020 100.985 -0.025 
2933 *CL RCL 101.073 -0.009 101.071 -0.011 
2938 *CL RCL 101.171 -0.012 101.166 -0.017 
2943 *CL RCL 101.284 -0.002 101.271 -0.015 
2948 *CL RCL 101.336 -0.013 101.344 -0.005 
2954 *CL RCL 101.479 -0.014 101.471 -0.022 
2959 *CL RCL 101.628 0.002 101.615 -0.011 
2965 *CL RCL 101.659 0.008 101.646 -0.005 
2970 *CL RCL 101.527 0.009 101.519 0.001 
2975 *CL RCL 101.210 -0.004 101.214 0.000 
2980 *CL RCL 100.907 0.001 100.917 0.011 
2986 *CL RCL 100.643 0.013 100.642 0.012 
2991 *CL RCL 100.369 0.005 100.374 0.010 
2900 *SWP SWP 100.580 -0.001 100.585 0.004 
2901 *SWP SWP 100.562 -0.018 100.566 -0.014 
2902 *SWP SWP 100.589 -0.002 100.592 0.001 
2903 *SWP SWP 100.586 -0.013 100.597 -0.002 
2904 *SWP1 SWP 100.868 0.007 100.860 -0.001 
2905 *SWP1 SWP 100.897 0.006 100.896 0.005 
2906 *SWP1 SWP 100.898 -0.002 100.891 -0.009 
2907 *SWP1 SWP 100.870 0.000 100.877 0.007 
2908 *SWP2 SWP 101.593 0.015 101.577 -0.001 
2909 *SWP2 SWP 101.592 -0.016 101.588 -0.020 
2910 *SWP2 SWP 101.608 0.000 101.596 -0.012 
2911 *SWP2 SWP 101.574 -0.015 101.572 -0.017 
2912 *SWP3 SWP 101.519 -0.009 101.509 -0.019 
2913 *SWP3 SWP 101.477 -0.024 101.481 -0.020 
2914 *SWP3 SWP 101.490 -0.020 101.503 -0.007 
2915 *SWP3 SWP 101.523 0.001 101.518 -0.004 
2916 *SWP4 SWP 101.145 0.008 101.124 -0.013 
2917 *SWP4 SWP 101.124 -0.007 101.118 -0.013 
2918 *SWP4 SWP 101.111 -0.020 101.117 -0.014 
2919 *SWP4 SWP 101.155 0.006 101.142 -0.007 
3043 *BB1*SWP0 SWP 101.280 0.008 101.288 0.016 
3044 *BB1*SWP0 SWP 101.269 0.005 101.269 0.005 
3048 *SWP0 SWP 101.243 -0.017 101.237 -0.023 
3049 *SWP0 SWP 101.259 -0.006 101.259 -0.006 
2827 T2 TARGET 100.910 0.023 100.914 0.027 




2830 T5 TARGET 101.904 0.014 101.915 0.025 
2831 T6 TARGET 101.730 0.017 101.741 0.028 
2833 T8 TARGET 101.516 0.017 101.527 0.028 
2834 T9 TARGET 101.522 0.018 101.534 0.030 
2836 T11 TARGET 101.551 0.016 101.549 0.014 
2837 T12 TARGET 101.539 0.015 101.534 0.010 
2839 T14 TARGET 101.459 0.027 101.437 0.005 
2840 T15 TARGET 101.628 0.013 101.618 0.003 
2841 T16 TARGET 101.849 0.011 101.845 0.007 
2843 T18 TARGET 102.316 0.018 102.309 0.011 
2844 T19 TARGET 102.503 0.004 102.495 -0.004 
2845 T20 TARGET 102.709 0.002 102.705 -0.002 
2846 T21 TARGET 101.110 -0.001 101.094 -0.017 
2848 T23 TARGET 102.308 0.020 102.287 -0.001 
2849 T24 TARGET 102.336 0.030 102.324 0.018 
2851 T26 TARGET 102.078 0.013 102.065 0.000 
2852 T27 TARGET 101.995 0.011 102.003 0.019 
2853 T28 TARGET 100.844 0.033 100.852 0.041 
2854 T29 TARGET 102.364 0.007 102.379 0.022 
2855 T30 TARGET 102.402 0.000 102.418 0.016 
2856 T31 TARGET 102.350 0.017 102.360 0.027 
2857 T32 TARGET 102.056 0.016 102.067 0.027 
2858 T33 TARGET 101.757 0.016 101.767 0.026 
2859 T34 TARGET 101.574 0.007 101.584 0.017 
2860 T35 TARGET 101.504 0.005 101.522 0.023 
2861 T36 TARGET 101.722 0.009 101.736 0.023 
2862 T37 TARGET 101.996 0.011 102.005 0.020 
2863 T38 TARGET 102.268 0.006 102.283 0.021 
2864 T39 TARGET 102.660 0.011 102.674 0.025 
2865 T40 TARGET 102.939 0.007 102.944 0.012 
2866 T41 TARGET 101.412 0.020 101.402 0.010 
2867 T42 TARGET 101.783 0.037 101.773 0.027 
2868 T43 TARGET 103.219 0.015 103.220 0.016 
2869 T44 TARGET 102.697 0.011 102.696 0.010 
2871 T46 TARGET 102.095 0.016 102.089 0.010 
2872 T47 TARGET 101.827 0.016 101.826 0.015 
2873 T48 TARGET 101.556 0.017 101.556 0.017 
2874 T49 TARGET 101.531 0.019 101.514 0.002 
2875 T50 TARGET 101.731 0.032 101.719 0.020 
2876 T51 TARGET 102.043 0.023 102.044 0.024 
2877 T52 TARGET 102.337 0.015 102.337 0.015 
2878 T53 TARGET 102.714 0.011 102.722 0.019 
2879 T54 TARGET 103.081 0.005 103.087 0.011 
2880 T55 TARGET 103.293 0.016 103.286 0.009 
2881 T56 TARGET 101.632 0.037 101.617 0.022 
2882 T57 TARGET 101.337 -0.008 101.345 0.000 
2883 T58 TARGET 103.016 0.018 103.013 0.015 
2884 T59 TARGET 102.826 0.011 102.821 0.006 
2885 T60 TARGET 102.626 0.016 102.624 0.014 
2886 T61 TARGET 102.297 0.013 102.300 0.016 
2887 T62 TARGET 101.979 0.025 101.973 0.019 




2889 T64 TARGET 101.557 0.008 101.557 0.008 
3052 T1-AVG TARGET 101.346 0.011 101.351 0.016 
3053 T10-AVG TARGET 101.508 0.007 101.513 0.012 
3054 T13-AVG TARGET 101.389 0.007 101.386 0.004 
3055 T17-AVG TARGET 102.111 0.012 102.110 0.011 
3056 T22-AVG TARGET 102.318 0.013 102.294 -0.011 
3057 T25-AVG TARGET 102.235 -0.003 102.242 0.004 
3058 T4-AVG TARGET 101.989 0.015 101.988 0.014 
3059 T45-AVG TARGET 102.417 0.009 102.411 0.003 
3060 T7-AVG TARGET 101.494 0.005 101.506 0.017 










Final Report - 60% Forward Overlap
Area 1, 80m Altitude, Distorted Images, Adaptive Camera Modelling with 2 GCPs







Label X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) Image (pix)
100027 0.25483 1.68103 -4.35533 4.67544 0.407 (9)
100026 -0.148238 1.61678 -1.59336 2.27481 0.348 (9)
100025 -1.09014 1.28561 0.257613 1.70516 0.430 (11)
100024 -0.0903763 2.42148 2.73948 3.65739 0.427 (10)
100023 0.655122 2.09233 -2.60895 3.40788 0.405 (8)
100022 0.880367 0.521743 -1.33021 1.67831 0.354 (7)
100021 2.03907 1.01175 0.737447 2.39276 0.460 (8)
100020 2.17715 -0.42991 -0.165841 2.22538 0.337 (6)
100019 0.720406 -0.445239 0.0582273 0.848889 0.238 (10)
100018 1.35697 -0.0311312 -0.135001 1.36402 0.401 (9)
100017 1.13801 0.558684 -0.152767 1.27693 0.331 (9)
100016 2.29688 2.31435 -1.98454 3.8171 0.408 (6)
100015 1.55533 0.800684 -1.81519 2.52093 0.223 (4)
100014 1.82801 0.181103 -1.45208 2.34157 0.466 (6)
100013 0.244205 0.318316 -0.379964 0.55257 0.554 (8)
100012 -0.111753 2.33402 0.703044 2.44016 0.374 (9)
100011 2.00313 2.15955 -0.0300138 2.94569 0.344 (8)
100010 1.66094 2.94762 0.360026 3.40247 0.352 (6)
100009 1.31161 -1.7294 -3.54467 4.15642 0.294 (7)
100008 0.203606 0.547426 -2.52625 2.59288 0.702 (8)
100007 -0.191242 1.26943 -4.46059 4.64165 0.367 (8)
100005 -0.517484 0.58584 -3.57313 3.65763 0.302 (9)
100004 1.61635 -1.52177 -2.44135 3.29979 0.726 (9)
100003 -0.762431 0.220229 0.591009 0.989492 0.684 (12)
100002 1.78216 1.52614 0.0450731 2.34674 0.479 (12)
100001 2.61397 -0.634859 -1.16686 2.93214 0.385 (11)
100000 0.832172 0.0303394 -3.15172 3.25988 0.223 (9)
Total 1.34553 1.42205 2.08699 2.8615 0.437
Table 6. Check points.





Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution: 2.25 cm/pix




 Aligned cameras 96
 Markers 27
 Shapes
  Polylines 77
  Polygons 28157
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Rotation angles Yaw, Pitch, Roll
Point Cloud
 Points 6,406 of 163,060
 RMS reprojection error 0.15007 (0.332987 pix)
 Max reprojection error 0.299998 (1.60359 pix)
 Mean key point size 2.25405 pix
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Key points No
 Average tie point multiplicity 2.69724
 Alignment parameters
  Accuracy Highest
  Generic preselection No
  Reference preselection Yes
  Key point limit 40,000
  Tie point limit 10,000
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Matching time 4 minutes 2 seconds
  Alignment time 20 seconds
 Optimization parameters
  Parameters f
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Optimization time 0 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Depth Maps
 Count 93
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 1 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Dense Point Cloud
 Points 56,735,122
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 1 seconds
 Dense cloud generation parameters
  Processing time 5 minutes 19 seconds





 Vertex colors 3 bands, uint8
 Texture 4,096 x 4,096, 4 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 1 seconds
 Reconstruction parameters
  Surface type Height field
  Source data Dense cloud
  Interpolation Enabled
  Strict volumetric masks No
  Processing time 4 minutes 40 seconds
 Texturing parameters
  Mapping mode Adaptive orthophoto
  Blending mode Average
  Texture size 4,096
  Enable hole filling No
  Enable ghosting filter Yes
  UV mapping time 1 minutes 42 seconds
  Blending time 38 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Tiled Model
 Texture 3 bands, uint8
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data Mesh
  Tile size 256
  Face count High
  Enable ghosting filter No
  Processing time 27 minutes 0 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
DEM
 Size 16,267 x 27,953
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data 3
  Interpolation Enabled
  Processing time 4 minutes 5 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Orthomosaic
 Size 13,839 x 26,447
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Colors 3 bands, uint8
 Reconstruction parameters
  Blending mode Mosaic
  Surface Mesh
  Enable hole filling Yes
  Processing time 2 minutes 57 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Software
 Version 1.5.4 build 8885




Appendix J – Photogrammetry Report, Area 2, 60 m 
  
Agisoft Metashape
Final Report - 60% Forward Overlap
Area 2, 60m Altitude, Non-distorted Images, Adaptive Camera Modelling with 2







Label X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) Image (pix)
2 -0.440696 0.925372 2.52602 2.72604 0.401 (9)
3 -0.327458 1.03249 2.3319 2.57119 0.301 (9)
5 -0.212139 1.04201 2.67229 2.87609 0.353 (8)
6 -0.482074 0.798867 2.11619 2.31276 0.351 (8)
8 -0.103599 1.1089 1.59793 1.94776 0.255 (7)
9 -0.221822 1.83988 2.27291 2.93266 0.363 (9)
11 -0.614069 1.43531 0.895011 1.79951 0.334 (6)
12 -0.511562 2.34563 -0.114541 2.4035 0.118 (5)
14 -0.584683 1.48803 0.692677 1.74238 0.133 (6)
15 -0.0819894 1.09481 -0.898782 1.41885 0.375 (6)
16 -0.504699 0.828045 -0.625626 1.15403 0.329 (6)
18 -0.23107 0.572456 0.0659016 0.62084 0.128 (3)
19 -0.0032081 1.55052 -0.0355143 1.55093 0.175 (4)
20 0.085628 1.56178 -0.51103 1.64549 0.109 (5)
21 -0.795458 1.97942 -0.740958 2.25829 0.208 (5)
23 0.471367 1.67184 -0.216678 1.75048 0.347 (8)
24 0.272835 2.28301 1.54519 2.77023 0.362 (9)
26 0.327584 1.624 0.640658 1.77627 0.166 (8)
27 0.423824 1.58651 1.57705 2.27678 0.371 (8)
28 -1.02184 1.03478 3.96238 4.22082 0.467 (8)
29 -0.802243 0.580487 1.33627 1.66319 0.304 (8)
30 -0.670064 0.379011 1.57083 1.74932 0.547 (8)
31 -0.531799 1.13904 1.73605 2.14338 0.355 (7)
32 -0.0202789 0.698705 2.40192 2.50156 0.478 (10)
33 -0.0372109 0.635328 1.814 1.9224 0.510 (8)
34 0.121613 0.653565 1.16655 1.34267 0.340 (9)
35 -0.0632663 1.52774 1.45208 2.10868 0.168 (9)
36 -0.0371489 0.361858 1.3145 1.36391 0.345 (8)
37 0.000977168 -0.118631 1.58421 1.58864 0.579 (8)
38 -0.803764 0.825645 1.35042 1.7752 0.332 (8)
39 0.448246 0.355904 2.20656 2.27958 0.329 (7)
40 0.369965 0.833459 1.27532 1.56779 0.269 (8)
Label X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) Image (pix)
41 -0.776521 0.581944 0.729261 1.21386 0.195 (8)
42 -0.499426 1.35147 2.19661 2.62697 0.468 (8)
43 -0.0218451 1.9793 1.05269 2.24193 0.241 (8)
44 -0.549393 1.85718 1.21419 2.28587 0.228 (9)
46 -1.30262 1.73762 0.354582 2.20042 0.654 (9)
47 -0.837761 1.23414 1.69264 2.2561 0.439 (7)
48 -0.712932 1.23932 1.48502 2.06143 0.348 (7)
49 -0.963578 0.623207 1.02114 1.5361 0.393 (8)
50 0.576377 0.492742 1.95941 2.10102 0.243 (7)
51 -0.112245 1.22485 1.92113 2.28114 0.331 (7)
52 0.093199 0.976528 1.20266 1.55199 0.268 (7)
53 -0.0752684 1.39284 1.36861 1.95417 0.278 (7)
54 0.10648 1.96204 0.648723 2.06925 0.253 (8)
55 0.607488 1.75339 0.0301236 1.85589 0.311 (7)
56 0.790886 0.76136 1.42425 1.79824 0.453 (9)
57 -0.0971765 4.14002 -0.249635 4.14868 0.357 (8)
58 -0.715027 2.59488 0.801125 2.80829 0.493 (8)
59 -0.736491 2.35883 0.430187 2.5083 0.131 (7)
60 -0.87355 2.23106 0.444546 2.43687 0.414 (6)
61 -1.45152 2.55392 0.300573 2.95293 0.231 (6)
62 -0.41337 2.46473 0.179651 2.5056 0.407 (6)
63 -0.767267 2.38261 0.355899 2.52828 0.312 (6)
64 -0.728219 1.8906 -0.482149 2.08258 0.237 (6)
1001 -0.759406 0.884213 0.754851 1.38864 0.256 (8)
1002 -0.209778 1.64538 1.08411 1.98156 0.265 (9)
1003 -1.12312 2.33954 -0.747239 2.7006 0.335 (6)
1004 -0.209983 1.19382 0.923459 1.52384 0.114 (3)
1005 -0.241062 2.40397 -0.942001 2.59318 0.200 (5)
1006 0.0171713 1.6066 -0.565506 1.70331 0.289 (8)
1007 -0.644429 0.220015 1.85543 1.97644 0.204 (8)
1008 -0.938085 0.655086 0.345999 1.19535 0.255 (9)
1009 0.0248642 0.510672 2.37635 2.43073 0.300 (7)
Total 0.578818 1.55227 1.4278 2.18705 0.345
Table 6. Check points.





Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution: 1.61 cm/pix




 Aligned cameras 98
 Markers 64
 Shapes
  Polylines 104
  Polygons 16758
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Rotation angles Yaw, Pitch, Roll
Point Cloud
 Points 47,858 of 290,897
 RMS reprojection error 0.118713 (0.336321 pix)
 Max reprojection error 0.299979 (1.5671 pix)
 Mean key point size 2.84542 pix
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Key points No
 Average tie point multiplicity 3.00156
 Alignment parameters
  Accuracy High
  Generic preselection No
  Reference preselection Yes
  Key point limit 40,000
  Tie point limit 10,000
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Matching time 3 minutes 52 seconds
  Alignment time 36 seconds
 Optimization parameters
  Parameters f
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Optimization time 0 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Depth Maps
 Count 98
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 7 minutes 29 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Dense Point Cloud
 Points 82,173,243
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 7 minutes 29 seconds
 Dense cloud generation parameters
  Processing time 6 minutes 12 seconds





 Vertex colors 3 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 7 minutes 29 seconds
 Reconstruction parameters
  Surface type Height field
  Source data Dense cloud
  Interpolation Enabled
  Strict volumetric masks No
  Processing time 12 minutes 17 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Tiled Model
 Texture 3 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 7 minutes 29 seconds
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data Dense cloud
  Tile size 256
  Face count High
  Enable ghosting filter No
  Processing time 1 hours 2 minutes
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
DEM
 Size 32,433 x 22,812
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data 3
  Interpolation Enabled
  Processing time 5 minutes 50 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Orthomosaic
 Size 26,934 x 20,363
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Colors 3 bands, uint8
 Reconstruction parameters
  Blending mode Mosaic
  Surface DEM
  Enable hole filling Yes
  Processing time 3 minutes 53 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Software
 Version 1.5.4 build 8885








Final Report - 60% Forward Overlap
Area 2, 80m Altitude, Non-distorted Images, Adaptive Camera Modelling with 2







Label X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) Image (pix)
A1 -1.22635 1.16604 1.08713 2.01133 0.201 (7)
A4 -0.997959 0.810404 1.35166 1.86539 0.187 (9)
A7 -0.562369 0.351218 0.981852 1.18476 0.275 (9)
A10 -0.668409 0.437011 0.836008 1.15614 0.212 (9)
A13 -1.07644 0.66944 1.485 1.95246 0.246 (9)
A17 -1.13458 -0.396212 1.55991 1.96916 0.305 (7)
A22 -0.61007 0.798082 -0.159503 1.01713 0.094 (7)
A25 -0.375574 0.657964 -0.706163 1.03568 0.408 (9)
A45 -1.21248 0.174251 0.107488 1.22965 0.130 (9)
2 -0.255683 1.5295 1.98636 2.51999 0.327 (8)
3 -0.534584 1.81704 1.56582 2.45748 0.337 (9)
5 -0.839638 1.39627 1.93587 2.53024 0.285 (8)
6 -0.686832 1.23107 1.47635 2.04129 0.303 (7)
8 -0.296164 1.02836 0.433677 1.15469 0.215 (8)
9 -1.01064 0.555837 2.29651 2.56989 0.294 (9)
11 -1.00201 0.379524 1.02736 1.48443 0.382 (10)
12 -1.00349 0.879569 1.10352 1.73158 0.325 (8)
14 -0.916748 -0.208996 1.71989 1.96013 0.206 (8)
15 -0.194451 -0.541189 1.03433 1.18344 0.331 (7)
16 -0.348941 -0.568843 0.973028 1.17988 0.364 (9)
18 -0.377999 -0.348447 2.37235 2.42742 0.306 (7)
19 -0.854502 -0.261116 0.37892 0.970533 0.108 (9)
20 0.0129654 -0.0898836 -0.151478 0.176614 0.204 (9)
26 0.0477708 1.0881 0.163592 1.10136 0.156 (9)
27 0.0892652 0.455427 2.12719 2.17723 0.450 (8)
29 -1.2393 0.717295 1.40496 2.00606 0.289 (8)
30 -0.784036 0.932221 0.472071 1.30637 0.225 (9)
31 -0.634656 1.17552 1.59747 2.08244 0.283 (9)
32 -0.569375 0.992449 1.43497 1.83528 0.194 (7)
33 -0.375735 0.474439 1.81753 1.91564 0.312 (8)
34 -0.29013 0.685542 0.461889 0.876062 0.201 (9)
35 -0.779826 0.71343 0.966017 1.43189 0.226 (9)
Label X error (cm) Y error (cm) Z error (cm) Total (cm) Image (pix)
36 -0.574567 -0.0925911 1.75813 1.85195 0.202 (7)
37 -0.0705149 -0.683762 1.02941 1.23781 0.454 (8)
38 -0.992249 0.427848 0.699404 1.28716 0.208 (9)
39 0.0970989 -0.336261 1.66941 1.7057 0.319 (9)
40 -0.015743 0.374568 0.0823289 0.383832 0.155 (7)
44 -0.351091 1.06002 0.756464 1.34876 0.193 (9)
46 -1.54758 1.06674 0.194503 1.88964 0.167 (7)
47 -1.38565 -0.263971 0.528744 1.50641 0.486 (8)
48 -1.3554 0.157911 0.577525 1.48175 0.360 (9)
49 -1.23603 -0.404222 2.06191 2.43775 0.394 (10)
50 -0.0216768 -0.29093 3.01309 3.02718 0.326 (9)
51 -0.434491 0.70605 2.54468 2.67632 0.289 (9)
52 -0.306812 0.18824 0.669965 0.76054 0.351 (9)
53 -0.0581369 0.655972 1.63697 1.76447 0.279 (7)
54 0.0429765 1.17229 0.393929 1.23745 0.297 (8)
55 0.303501 0.778859 0.432734 0.941272 0.242 (9)
58 -0.746196 1.16261 1.4872 2.02983 0.322 (9)
59 -1.2838 1.00418 0.928584 1.87585 0.244 (9)
60 -1.11649 1.35883 1.10333 2.07612 0.390 (7)
61 -1.63018 1.20373 0.803398 2.17989 0.177 (9)
62 -0.686012 1.08334 1.7667 2.183 0.279 (9)
63 -1.58255 1.06567 1.36444 2.34559 0.207 (9)
64 -1.07099 0.560147 0.955109 1.54046 0.316 (8)
Total 0.827692 0.824293 1.34333 1.78019 0.287
Table 6. Check points.





Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution: 2.15 cm/pix




 Aligned cameras 62
 Markers 55
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Rotation angles Yaw, Pitch, Roll
Point Cloud
 Points 18,548 of 153,290
 RMS reprojection error 0.134045 (0.213379 pix)
 Max reprojection error 0.299896 (1.59123 pix)
 Mean key point size 1.65385 pix
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Key points No
 Average tie point multiplicity 2.71635
 Alignment parameters
  Accuracy Highest
  Generic preselection No
  Reference preselection Yes
  Key point limit 40,000
  Tie point limit 10,000
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Matching time 2 minutes 48 seconds
  Alignment time 9 seconds
 Optimization parameters
  Parameters f
  Adaptive camera model fitt ing Yes
  Optimization time 2 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Depth Maps
 Count 62
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 30 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Dense Point Cloud
 Points 50,944,502
 Point colors 3 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 30 seconds
 Dense cloud generation parameters
  Processing time 3 minutes 58 seconds




 Vertex colors 3 bands, uint8
 Texture 4,096 x 4,096, 4 bands, uint8
 Depth maps generation parameters
General
  Quality High
  Filtering mode Mild
  Processing time 5 minutes 30 seconds
 Reconstruction parameters
  Surface type Height field
  Source data Dense cloud
  Interpolation Enabled
  Strict volumetric masks No
  Processing time 7 minutes 51 seconds
 Texturing parameters
  Mapping mode Adaptive orthophoto
  Blending mode Average
  Texture size 4,096
  Enable hole filling No
  Enable ghosting filter Yes
  UV mapping time 1 minutes 29 seconds
  Blending time 32 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Tiled Model
 Texture 3 bands, uint8
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data Mesh
  Tile size 256
  Face count High
  Enable ghosting filter No
  Processing time 27 minutes 28 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
DEM
 Size 27,349 x 25,999
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Reconstruction parameters
  Source data 3
  Interpolation Enabled
  Processing time 3 minutes 41 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Orthomosaic
 Size 19,567 x 19,961
 Coordinate system GDA94 / MGA zone 56/Geoid09
 Colors 3 bands, uint8
 Reconstruction parameters
  Blending mode Mosaic
  Surface DEM
  Enable hole filling Yes
  Processing time 2 minutes 33 seconds
 Software version 1.5.4.8885
Software
 Version 1.5.4 build 8885
 Platform Windows 64
